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ABSTRACT
We present measurements of the galaxy luminosity and stellar mass function in a 3.71 deg2 (0.3
Mpc2) area in the core of the Virgo cluster, based on u∗griz data from the Next Generation Virgo
Cluster Survey (NGVS). The galaxy sample — which consists of 352 objects brighter than Mg =
−9.13 mag, the 50% completeness limit of the survey — reaches 2.2 mag deeper than the widely
used Virgo Cluster Catalog (VCC) and at least 1.2 mag deeper than any sample previously used to
measure the luminosity function in Virgo. Using a Bayesian analysis, we find a best-fit faint end
slope of α = −1.33 ± 0.02 for the g−band luminosity function; consistent results are found for the
stellar mass function as well as the luminosity function in the other four NGVS bandpasses. We
discuss the implications for the faint-end slope of adding 92 ultra compact dwarfs galaxies (UCDs) —
previously compiled by the NGVS in this region — to the galaxy sample, assuming that UCDs are
the stripped remnants of nucleated dwarf galaxies. Under this assumption, the slope of the luminosity
function (down to the UCD faint magnitude limit, Mg = −9.6 mag) increases dramatically, up to
α = −1.60 ± 0.06 when correcting for the expected number of disrupted non-nucleated galaxies. We
also calculate the total number of UCDs and globular clusters that may have been deposited in the
core of Virgo due to the disruption of satellites, both nucleated and non-nucleated. We estimate that
∼ 150 objects with Mg . −9.6 mag and that are currently classified as globular clusters, might, in
fact, be the nuclei of disrupted galaxies. We further estimate that as many as 40% of the (mostly blue)
globular clusters in the Virgo core might once have belonged to such satellites; these same disrupted
satellites might have contributed ∼ 40% of the total luminosity in galaxies observed in the core region
today. Finally, we use an updated Local Group galaxy catalog to provide a new measurement of the
luminosity function of Local Group satellites, α = −1.21 ± 0.05, which is only 1.7σ shallower than
measured in the core of the Virgo cluster.
Subject headings: galaxies: clusters: individual (Virgo) — galaxies: fundamental properties — galax-
ies: luminosity function, mass function — galaxies: dwarf – galaxies: elliptical and
lenticular, cD — galaxies: fundamental parameters
†Based on observations obtained with MegaPrime/MegaCam, a
joint project of the Canada France Hawaii Telescope (CFHT) and
CEA/DAPNIA. CFHT is operated by the National Research Coun-
cil (NRC) of Canada, the Institut National des Science de l’Univers
of the Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique (CNRS) of
France and the University of Hawaii.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The processes by which gas is retained and cooled
within dark matter halos are central to our understand-
ing of how galaxies form and evolve. Starting with the
work of Rees & Ostriker (1977) andWhite & Rees (1978),
it has been recognized that the shape of the galaxy lumi-
nosity function, φ(L), is sensitive to such processes. At
high luminosities, φ(L) is characterized by a sharp, expo-
nential cutoff that is commonly interpreted as the signa-
ture of strongly suppressed cooling in massive halos, as
can be achieved (albeit under rather extreme conditions)
by thermal conduction, high energy expulsion of gas via
superwinds, or feedback from Active Galactic Nuclei (see
Benson et al. 2003a; Croton et al. 2006 and references
therein). At low luminosities, φ(L) is usually parameter-
ized as a power-law, although significant uncertainties
remain as to the exact value of its slope, α, and its pos-
sible dependence on environment and galaxy type. Even
whether a single, luminosity independent, slope is an ad-
equate description of the data is still subject to debate
(see reference below and, for the mass function, Li &
White 2009; Baldry et al 2012).
In the Local Group, where Milky Way satellites as faint
as MV ∼ −2 mag can be detected (e.g. McConnachie
2012; Laevens et al. 2015a, 2015b; Martin et al. 2015;
Koposov et al. 2015; Kim & Jerjen 2015; Kim et al.
2015a,b; Bechtol et al. 2015; Drlica- Wagner et al. 2015),
α has generally been found to be of order −1.0 to −1.1
(Pritchet & van den Bergh 1999; Trentham et al. 2005;
Koposov et al. 2008; McConnachie et al. 2009, and
references therein; Chiboucas et al. 2009), although dif-
ficulties in assessing completeness corrections — which
can be large in the case of the Milky Way satellites —
as well as small number statistics, are notable compli-
cations (e.g. Tollerud et al. 2008). These issues aside,
there seems to be little doubt that the measured slope is
far shallower than that predicted by ΛCDM cosmologi-
cal simulations for the mass function of dark matter halos
(α ∼ −1.9, e.g. Springel et al. 2008). This discrepancy
has come to be known as the “missing satellites” prob-
lem (Klypin et al. 1999; Moore et al. 1999). Reconciling
observations and simulations has spurred significant ac-
tivity on the theoretical front, including modifying the
power spectrum on small scales or changing the prop-
erties of the dark matter particles themselves. Within
the ΛCDM framework, a favored scenario is the suppres-
sion of star formation in low-mass halos due to reheating
of the intergalactic medium by re-ionization (e.g. Bul-
lock et al. 2000; Benson et al. 2002; Somerville 2002;
Governato et al. 2007; Okamoto et al. 2008), although
additional reheating of cold disk gas to the halo temper-
ature caused by supernovae and winds in star-forming
galaxies also appears necessary (Benson et al. 2003a).
It is important to recognize that the Local Group is
only one of many possible environments, and that the
universality of the galaxy luminosity function remains
very much open to debate. In the dynamically unevolved
M81 group, deep observations (reaching MR ∼ −10 , or
MV ∼ −9.5 mag; Chiboucas et al. 2009; Chiboucas et
al. 2013) point to a faint end slope of −1.28±0.06. This
is consistent with what found for the more dynamically
evolved Cen A Group (−1.23+0.04−0.10, based on data reach-
ing MB ∼ −10, or MV ∼ −10.8 mag; Karachentsev et
al. 2002; Chiboucas et al. 2009) and for the NGC 5846
and NGC 1407 groups (α ∼ −1.35 to −1.3 but at some-
what brighter limiting magnitudes, MR ∼ −12 mag or
MV ∼ −11.5 mag; Mahdavi et al. 2005; Trentham et
al. 2006). At the extreme end of the evolutionary scale,
deep observations (reaching MB ∼ −9.2 mag) of the fos-
sil group NGC 6482 also point to a slope α = −1.32±0.05
(Lieder et al. 2013). While steeper than measured in the
Local Group (but still significantly shallower than pre-
dicted by ΛCDM models), the slopes listed above suggest
an apparent lack of environmental dependence in the lu-
minosity function of galaxy groups spanning a significant
range of evolutionary states (Chiboucas et al. 2009).
However, not all studies agree with the findings above.
Steeper slopes — consistent, in fact, with ΛCDM predic-
tions — have also been reported. Krusch et al. (2006)
targeted five nearby Hickson compact groups, to a depth
of MB ∼ −13 mag (MV ∼ −13.8 mag), finding a steep
upturn in the luminosity function starting at MB ∼ −15
mag, with a faint-end slope of α ∼ −1.7. A similar
upturn, and a slope −1.9 . α . −1.6, was measured
by Gonzalez et al. (2006) for the composite luminosity
function of nearby groups and poor clusters identified
in SDSS data and for which membership was assessed
based on colors and morphology. The reported upturn
did not appear to depend on group mass, richness, or
environment.
The picture becomes increasingly more complicated as
one moves up the mass scale, from groups to clusters.
Although there is general agreement that the luminosity
function in galaxy clusters shows a broad trough around
MB ∼ −17 mag, followed by a steepening at fainter
magnitudes (e.g., Virgo: Sandage et al. 1985; Tully et
al. 2002; Trentham & Tully 2002; Trentham & Hodgkin
2002; Rines & Geller 2008; McDonald et al. 2009; Coma:
Tully et al. 2002; Yamanoi et al. 2012 and references
therein), there is no consensus on the precise value of
the faint-end slope. This is true not only when com-
paring different clusters, but also when comparing slopes
measured for the same cluster by different teams (see, e.g.
Table 4 of Yamanoi et al. 2012 or Table 1 of De Propris et
al. 2003). De Propris et al. (2003) measured a faint-end
slope of α = −1.28 ± 0.03 for the composite luminosity
function of 60 low-redshift clusters (z < 0.11) observed
as part of the 2dF Galaxy Redshift Survey: a slope con-
sistent with that measured by Chiboucas et al. (2009,
2013) for nearby galaxy groups. However, Popesso et al.
(2005) measured a faint-end slope of −2.1 . α . −1.6
in a sample of X-ray selected galaxy clusters noting that,
in all SDSS bands, the luminosity function shows a steep
upturn atMg ∼ −16 mag. In Coma, Adami et al. (2007),
reaching a magnitude ofMR = −9.3, reported a faint-end
slope of α ∼ −2, while Yamanoi et al. (2012) measured
an even more extreme value, as steep as α ∼ −3 (but see
their Table 4 for different results).
Given this situation, it is difficult to characterize any
dependence of the faint-end slope on environment. For
instance, based on a comparison of results for several
environments, from the Local Group to the Coma clus-
ter, Tully et al. (2002) argued that the steepness of the
faint-end slope correlates with the cluster richness — a
claim supported by Trentham et al. (2005) based on a
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composite luminosity function for both groups and clus-
ters. At the same time, De Propris et al. (2003) found
no evidence that φ(L) depends on either cluster rich-
ness, velocity dispersion, or amount of substructure for
their cluster samples. The situation with the field lu-
minosity function is equally problematic. De Propris et
al. (2003) found their cluster luminosity function to be
slightly steeper than measured for the field using 2dF
data (α ∼ −1.2), whereas Blanton et al. (2005) found
that the luminosity function of field galaxies (down to
Mr ∼ −13 and for galaxies within 150 Mpc) shows an
upturn atMr ∼ −18 mag, with a faint-end slope as steep
as α ∼ −1.5 after accounting for incompleteness (but see
Blanton et al. 2001, 2003). Most recently, Klypin et al.
(2015) measured a slope of α ∼ −1.3 for field galaxies
within 10 Mpc of the Milky Way.
This paper targets what is arguably the most extreme
and unique environment in the local universe — the core
of the Virgo cluster. Our analysis is based on high-
quality imaging from the Next Generation Virgo Cluster
Survey (NGVS, Ferrarese et al. 2012). At a distance of
16.5 Mpc (Mei et al. 2007; Blakeslee et al. 2009) and
with a gravitating mass ofM200 = 5.5× 1014M (Dur-
rell et al. 2014; McLaughlin 1999), the Virgo cluster is
the dominant mass concentration in the local universe,
the center of the Local Supercluster, and the largest con-
centration of galaxies within ∼ 35 Mpc. Not surpris-
ingly, it has long been a prime target for studies of the
luminosity function in cluster environments. The land-
mark study of Sandage, Binggeli & Tammann (1985),
which was based on the Virgo Cluster Catalog (VCC,
Binggeli, Sandage & Tammann 1985), reached a high
level of completeness for galaxies as faint as MB ∼ −13
and mean surface brightness within an effective radius
of 〈µ(B)〉e ∼ 25.3 mag arcsec−2. Surveying an area
of 140 deg2, these authors found a faint-end slope of
α = −1.3 when including galaxies of all Hubble types,
and as steep as α ∼ −1.45 when the sample was re-
stricted to just early types (regular and dwarf ellipticals).
However, Virgo has not been immune from the controver-
sies noted above, and subsequent investigations, some of
them reaching fainter magnitudes but at the expense of a
reduced spatial coverage, found quite discordant slopes,
ranging widely from α ∼ −1.0 to −2.2 (Impey et al.
1988; Phillipps et al. 1998; Trentham & Hodgkin 2002;
Trentham & Tully 2002; Sabatini et al. 2003; Rines &
Geller 2008).
Such wide range in the measured slopes can arise, at
least in part, from technical issues, such as the detec-
tion techniques, the criteria adopted in the determination
of cluster membership, the completeness corrections, or
even the methodology used and the assumptions made
in fitting the faint end slope – all of which differ amongst
the various studies. However, slope differences could also
have a physical origin, for instance they could reflect
true variations of the luminosity function as a function
of stellar population (for surveys conducted in different
bands), environment (reflected in the field size/location),
and/or galaxy mass and morphological mix (which can
be sampled differently according to the survey’s depth,
as well as field placement). The NGVS offers a unique
opportunity to explore the Virgo luminosity function us-
ing a homogeneous, deep (reaching Mg = −9.13 mag at
50% completeness), high resolution (0′′.55 median seeing
full-width-half-maximum in the i−band), panchromatic
(u− to z−band) dataset covering the entire cluster (104
deg2), with the added benefit of a well understood com-
pleteness function. The luminosity function of the galaxy
population across the entire NGVS area, including a dis-
cussion of environmental dependencies from the core to
the outskirt of the cluster, will be presented in an up-
coming contribution (Ferrarese et al., in preparation).
In this paper, we focus on the densest region at the dy-
namical center of Virgo: a 3.71 deg2 (0.3 Mpc2) area
surrounding M87. This Virgo “core region”, described
in Ferrarese et al. (2016), has special significance as it
is located at the bottom of the cluster’s potential well,
and is by far the region with the highest density of bary-
onic substructures – galaxies, globular clusters, and Ul-
tra Compact Dwarfs (UCDs). Observationally, it was
the first region targeted as part of the NGVS and, being
the region most extensively studied in the literature, it
provided a testbed for designing and optimizing the al-
gorithms used for the detection and characterization of
low mass galaxies throughout the cluster (Ferrarese et al.
2016).
The properties of the galaxies in the Virgo core — in-
cluding their structural properties, color-magnitude re-
lations, shapes and nucleation properties — are exam-
ined in a series of companion papers (e.g., Grossauer et
al. 2015; Sánchez-Janssen et al. 2016a,b; Roediger et
al. 2016; Côté et al. 2016). Here we discuss the lumi-
nosity and mass function of galaxies residing in the core
of the cluster. We start our analysis by considering all
baryonic structures whose galactic nature is undisputed,
including ‘extreme’ populations such as compact ellipti-
cals and ‘Ultra Diffuse Galaxies’ (UDGs, van Dokkum et
al. 2015; Koda et al. 2015; Mihos et al. 2015). Capital-
izing on the sample of ∼ one hundred UCDs assembled
using NGVS data in the Virgo core region (Zhang et al.
2015; Liu et al. 2015a), we further extend our study
and incorporate UCDs in our galaxy sample, under the
(not unanimously accepted) assumption that UCDs rep-
resent the nuclei of low-mass galaxies stripped within the
cluster environment. Finally, we make use of a detailed
investigation of the nucleation fraction of Virgo galax-
ies to estimate the total number of satellites expected
to have been disrupted, and their contribution to the
amount of diffuse light, and the present-day UCD and
globular cluster population in the core of Virgo.
This paper is organized as follows: §2 describes the
data and the Markov Chain Monte Carlo Bayesian anal-
ysis method used to fit the luminosity and stellar mass
functions; §3 discusses the galaxy luminosity function in
the Virgo core based on NGVS data, and compares it
with previous measurements (§3.1). The possible contri-
bution of UCDs to the luminosity function is considered
in §4, while §5 compares the Virgo luminosity function
to that measured for the Local Group. The Virgo core
stellar mass function is presented in §6, and a summary
is given in §7. Throughout this paper, we assume a dis-
tance modulus to the Virgo cluster of (m−M)0 = 31.09
mag, corresponding to a distance of 16.5 Mpc (Mei et al.
2007; Blakeslee et al. 2009).
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2. DATA AND METHODOLOGY
Using the 1 deg2 MegaCam instrument at the Canada-
France-Hawaii Telescope (CFHT), the NGVS surveyed
the Virgo cluster out to the virial radius of its two main
substructures – for a total areal coverage of 104 deg2
– in the u∗, g, i, z passbands. A subset of the cluster,
including the core region discussed in this paper, was
also imaged in the r−band. Thanks to a dedicated data
acquisition strategy and processing pipeline, the NGVS
reached a 10σ point-source depth of g ∼ 25.9 mag and
a surface brightness limit of µg ∼ 29 mag arcsec−2 (2σ
above the mean sky level), at sub-arcsecond spatial reso-
lutions. Details about the survey design, motivation, and
specifications can be found in Ferrarese et al. (2012).
The core region discussed in this paper was the first
to be imaged as part of the survey. It comprises four
MegaCam pointings and its boundaries are defined as:
12h26m20s ≤ α(J2000) ≤ 12h34m10s
11
◦
30
′
22
′′ ≤ δ(J2000) ≤ 13◦26′45′′
giving a total areal coverage of Ω = 3.71 deg2 (0.3
Mpc2)1. In terms of clustercentric radius, this area sam-
ples Virgo’s A subcluster out to ∼ 20% of its virial radius
(McLaughlin 1999).
The most crucial (and most difficult) step for a reli-
able estimation of the luminosity function is membership
assignment: indeed the inclusion of interlopers is likely
responsible for some extremely steep faint-end slopes re-
ported in the literature (see § 3.1). Our analysis takes
advantage of the robust membership assignments made
possible by the panchromatic nature, surface bright-
ness sensitivity and exceptional spatial resolution of the
NGVS data. A catalog of 404 galaxies in the core re-
gion — all bona-fide Virgo members — is presented in
Ferrarese et al. (2016), to which we refer the reader
for a detailed description of the galaxy detection pro-
cedures and membership criteria. Briefly, the detection
algorithm SExtractor (Bertin et al. 2002) is run, us-
ing optimally designed masks, on images that are pre-
processed to isolate faint, low surface objects (such as
low-mass galaxies belonging to Virgo) by minimizing con-
tamination from compact, high surface brightness inter-
lopers (such as foreground stars, Virgo globular clusters,
and high redshift galaxies). Photometric redshifts and
structural parameters (based on two-dimensional mod-
elling of the light distribution) are measured for each of
the ∼ 70, 000 objects detected, and are used to define
a multi-parameter space that provides maximal separa-
tion between known (including but not limited to spec-
troscopically confirmed) Virgo members and background
galaxies (spectroscopically confirmed as such and/or de-
tected in control fields located at three virial radii, or
≈ 16◦, from the core of Virgo). Each of the ∼ 1500 galax-
ies deemed to be possible members of the cluster based
on their location within this multi-dimensional space is
then visually inspected, producing the final catalogue of
404 objects described in Ferrarese et al. (2016), where
1 This is slightly smaller than the nominal 4 deg2 covered by four
MegaCam pointings, both because the pointings overlap slightly
(by design) and because the outer edges of the mosaic – which are
not as well sampled by the adopted dithering pattern and have
lower signal-to-noise ratio – have been excluded from the analysis.
Fig. 1.— Dependence of g−band errors on absolute magnitude
Mg , based on a curve of growth analysis and corrected for Galactic
extinction, for the full sample of 404 galaxies in the core of the
Virgo cluster (Ferrarese et al. 2016). Galaxies plotted as gray
filled circles show the sample of 352 galaxies brighter than Mg =
−9.13 mag (g ∼ 22, before correcting for Galactic extinction) used
to measure the core luminosity and stellar mass functions.
a number of validation tests (including cross-correlations
with catalogues of known Virgo members and spectro-
scopic confirmation of some newly identified members)
are also discussed.
The 404 galaxies in our sample span the magnitude
range −22.2 < Mg < −7.4 mag. Of these galaxies, 250
had been detected in previous surveys and reconfirmed
in our analysis, while 154 are new NGVS detections2.
Ferrarese et al. (2016) also discusses the membership
‘probability’ (a term that we apply very loosely): of the
404 galaxies, 173 are classified as certain members of
the cluster, 103 as likely, and 128 as possible. Fig-
ure 1 plots galaxy photometric errors against their in-
tegrated magnitudes, measured in the g−band from a
curve of growth analysis and corrected for Galactic ex-
tinction (following Schlegel et al. 1988; see Tables 4 and
5 of Ferrarese et al. 2016)3.
Ferrarese et al. (2016) presents an extensive set of
simulations that can be used to estimate the detection
efficiency as a function of the galaxy photometric and
structural parameters: i.e., total magnitude, Sérsic in-
dex, effective radius, axial ratio, and surface brightness
at, and averaged within, one effective radius. In the simu-
lations, galaxies were randomly generated to loosely pop-
ulate the scaling relations expected for Virgo members,
and assumed to have surface brightness profiles described
by Sérsic models. The detection efficiency does not differ
appreciably between the four core region fields – not sur-
prising since the frames are very similar in terms of ob-
ject density, depth and image quality. Marginalizing over
all effective radii and effective surface brightnesses (or,
2 A number of galaxies reported in the existing literature as
Virgo member were deemed to be either spurious detections or
background objects based on NGVS data, see Appendix A of Fer-
rarese et al. (2016).
3 The extinction coefficients adopted areA(g)/E(B−V ) = 3.560,
A(u)/E(B−V ) = 4.594, A(r)/E(B−V ) = 2.464, A(i)/E(B−V ) =
1.813 and A(z)/E(B − V ) = 1.221
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equivalently, central or average surface brightness) cov-
ered in the simulations, the g−band magnitude at which
completeness falls below 50% is found to beMg = −9.13.
To avoid large incompleteness corrections, we have ex-
cluded all galaxies fainter than this limit (correction for
Galactic extinction is applied after this magnitude cut)
when computing the g−band luminosity function. This
reduces the sample from our original 404 galaxies to 352,
of which 106 are new detections. All but five of the galax-
ies excluded in this way were classified as possible clus-
ter members; the remaining five are likely members.
In Figure 1, the 352 galaxies used to calculate the core
luminosity function are shown as filled gray circles. In
the other four NGVS bands (u∗, r, i and z), where the
survey reaches comparable depth as in the g−band, we
have computed the luminosity function in each band us-
ing the 50% limit appropriate to that band. The number
of galaxies in this case varies from 319 in the (shallower)
z−band, to 354 in the (deeper) r−band (see Table 1).
All but a few of the galaxies are early-type, both in mor-
phology and in colour: for instance, fitting the g vs u∗−g
color-magnitude relation with a low order polynomial re-
veals ∼ 17 objects bluer than the ridge line by more than
one standard deviation. For this reason, we will not dis-
cuss the luminosity function for galaxies divided by mor-
phology or colour, noting only that excluding the blue
outliers in the color-magnitude relation has no effects on
our results.
In the next section, the simulations presented in Fer-
rarese et al. (2016) are also used to correct the lu-
minosity function for completeness. The completeness
correction we use is only a function of total magnitude
(i.e. it is marginalized with respect to all other parame-
ters). However, surface brightness is also a determining
factor when detecting galaxies, and the question arises
as to whether at any given magnitude, there might be
populations of low surface brightness galaxies that could
elude detection altogether. While we cannot speculate
on, nor correct for galaxies not known to exist, a pop-
ulation of ‘Ultra Diffuse Galaxies’ (UDGs) has recently
been detected in Coma and Virgo (van Dokkum et al.
2015; Koda et al. 2015; Mihos et al. 2015). In Coma,
these UDGs have average surface brightness within an
effective radius 23.5 < 〈µ(g)〉e < 26.0 mag arcsec−2 and
sizes 1.5 < re < 4.6 kpc, while the three Virgo objects
discovered by Mihos et al. (2015) are more extreme:
26.85 < 〈µ(g)〉e < 27.15 mag arcsec−2 and 2.8 < re < 9.5
kpc. As discussed in Ferrarese et al. (2016), the NGVS
detection rate of galaxies drops abruptly as a function of
surface brightness: at 〈µ(g)〉e ∼ 27 mag arcsec−2 the de-
tection rate is 50%, and is essentially zero at 〈µ(g)〉e ∼ 29
mag arcsec−2. The NGVS is over 80% sensitive to the
analogues of the UDGs detected in Coma by van Dokkum
et al. (2015) – indeed several examples are included in
the Virgo core sample as well as in the full Virgo cata-
logue to be discussed in an upcoming contribution. Only
one of the Mihos et al. 2015 galaxies was detected by our
automated algorithm (consistent with the expected 50%
detection rate at the surface brightnesses of those galax-
ies) while the other two were detected in the following
by-eye inspection. We conclude that all known galaxy
types are represented in our luminosity function, and no
obvious selection biases are present that depend on the
galaxy surface brightness.
We use a Bayesian approach in fitting the luminos-
ity function. This approach works directly with discrete
data: i.e., the magnitudes and their associated errors for
the galaxies that make up our sample (Figure 1). By
not binning, we circumvent potential complications as-
sociated with the choice of the bin size, avoid the loss
of information resulting from collapsing discrete data
within a single bin, and retain information on the er-
ror distribution for each individual galaxy. Although
these advantages are negligible for very large samples
(i.e., in the limit of very small bin sizes), a Bayesian ap-
proach is preferred when dealing with smaller datasets.
In our case, the optimal bin size for a histogram repre-
sentation of the g−band luminosity function would be
2(IQR)N−1/3 = 0.97 mag, where IQR is the interquar-
tile range of the magnitude distribution and N is the to-
tal number of objects (Izenman 1991). This would result
in our 352 galaxies being divided into 14 bins, containing
between 1 and 63 objects each — clearly a rather coarse
representation of the data.
Our Bayesian approach is based on a numerical maxi-
mization of the likelihood function, L , which we define
as
log10(L [M(d1...dn)|Θ]) =
n∑
i=1
log10
∫
Φ(M,Θ)
×C (M)× G [M(di), σM [di]]dM
(1)
where M is the absolute magnitude; Φ(M,Θ) is the
adopted functional form for the luminosity function, ex-
pressed as a function of M and having free parame-
ter(s) Θ; C (M) is the completeness function, i.e., the
fraction of galaxies recovered as a function of M ; and
G [M(di), σM [di]] is a Gaussian with center and disper-
sion equal to the magnitude M and associated error σ
for the ith of the n datapoints, di. In our particular
application, Φ(M,Θ) is described as a Schechter (1976)
function,
Φ(M,Θ)dM =
Φ∗ × [100.4(M∗−M)](α+1)e−100.4(M∗−M)dM, (2)
with free parameters Θ = {M∗, α}. In this formalism,
Φ∗ is not treated as a free parameter, but is constrained
by the data as the ratio of the total number of objects to
the integral of Φ(M,Θ)×C (M) estimated over the mag-
nitude range spanned by the data. The completeness
function C (M) is discussed in Ferrarese et al. (2016)
and represented for our purposes as a fourth order poly-
nomial.
The uncertainties inM∗ and α are defined as the stan-
dard deviation in the posterior probability function:
P[Θ|M(di)] ∝ L [M(di)|Θ]× p(Θ) (3)
where p(Θ) is the “prior” function: i.e., a function that
encapsulates any prior knowledge about the parameters.
We adopt flat priors for both M∗ and α over the range
−2.2 ≤ α ≤ −0.8 and −26.5 ≤ M∗ ≤ −14.5 mag. The
posterior distribution of the parameters Θ = {M∗, α} is
sampled using the affine-invariant Markov Chain Monte
Carlo (MCMC) method implemented in the Python
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TABLE 1
Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) Fitting Results for the Virgo Cluster Core
Filter No. Mlim (mag) M∗ (mag) α M∗ (fixed) (mag) α Notes
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)
u∗ 339 −8.36 −21.5+1.5−1.4 −1.338+0.019−0.017 −19.17 −1.332+0.018−0.019 Galaxies only
g 352 −9.13 −23.3+1.1−1.1 −1.346+0.017−0.016 −20.48 −1.330+0.018−0.016 Galaxies only
r 354 −9.54 −23.5+1.1−1.2 −1.337+0.016−0.015 −21.12 −1.323+0.018−0.017 Galaxies only
i 336 −9.98 −24.0+0.1−1.2 −1.350+0.018−0.017 −21.46 −1.330+0.019−0.018 Galaxies only
z 319 −10.34 −24.1+1.0−1.1 −1.357+0.017−0.017 −21.73 −1.348+0.019−0.018 Galaxies only
g 418 −9.60 −23.4+1.1−1.2 −1.446+0.018−0.017 −20.48 −1.425+0.017−0.020 Galaxies + UCDs
g 110 −15.6 −22.5+1.2−1.4 −1.562+0.082−0.074 −20.48 −1.528+0.076−0.074 Galaxies + UCDs Progenitors
Note. — The columns list the filter in which the fit is performed (column 1), the number of galaxies (column 2) and the 50%
completeness faint magnitude limit of the sample (column 3). The best-fit M∗ and α (in a Schechter formalism) are given in
cols. 4 and 5 for the case in which M∗ is allowed to vary, and cols. 6 and 7 for the case where M∗ is fixed to the value measured
in the field by Smith et al. (2009). The last two rows show the results of the fits obtained when the UCD sample from Liu et
al. (2015a) and their progenitor galaxies are added to the sample (see §4).
EMCEE package (Foreman-Mackey et al. 2013). We use a
set of 200 “walkers” initialized in a small Gaussian space
centered on a previously computed maximum likelihood
solution, and run EMCEE for 500 steps. A value of each
parameter is computed for each walker at each of the 500
steps. Typically this MCMC “chain” converges to a sta-
ble solution after 50− 100 steps, which we discard when
exploring the posterior distributions.
3. THE LUMINOSITY FUNCTION IN THE CORE OF THE
VIRGO CLUSTER
All galaxies in the core region have been observed
and measured in five MegaCam bandpasses: u∗, g, r, i
and z. We begin by discussing the MCMC results ob-
tained using the g−band photometry, shown in Figures
2 and 3 and tabulated in Table 1. For visualization pur-
poses, the MCMC best fits are plotted against the dif-
ferential luminosity function shown in histogram form
although, as noted above, it is the individual datapoints
(shown by the vertical red lines), not the histogram, that
have been fitted. Also for visualization purposes, we
plot the luminosity function against the completeness-
corrected data (shown by the filled gray histogram) down
to Mg = −9.13 mag, the magnitude beyond which the
completeness falls below 50%, while MCMC compares
the raw data to the luminosity function corrected for
completeness (see §2). The green line in Figure 2 shows
the best MCMC fit (with 1σ confidence limits on α)
when both M∗ and α are treated as free parameters.
Meanwhile, the posterior probability density functions
are shown in the left panel of Figure 3. It is immediately
apparent that the data do not constrainM∗, for the obvi-
ous reason that the cluster core contains very few bright
galaxies.
In spite of this, α is well constrained by the data thanks
to the wide magnitude range spanned by our sample:
e.g., we measure a best-fit slope of α = −1.35 ± 0.02
in the g−band. To test the sensitivity of α on M∗,
we also fix M∗ to the value measured for field galax-
ies by Smith et al. (2009). These authors measured
the luminosity function of a sample of ∼ 40 000 low red-
shift (z ∼ 0.1) field galaxies using r−band SDSS pho-
tometry, finding M∗r − 5 log h = −20.40 ± 0.04 mag, or
M∗r = −21.12 mag for H0 = 72 km s−1 Mpc−1, a value
Fig. 2.— Schechter fits to the luminosity function of galaxies in
the core of the Virgo cluster, based on g−band photometry. The
gray histogram shows the differential luminosity function found us-
ing galaxies brighter than Mg = −9.13 mag (corresponding to the
50% completeness limit of the data before correcting for Galactic
extinction) and corrected for incompleteness. The open black his-
togram shows the differential luminosity function constructed from
the original data. The vertical red lines show the individual mag-
nitudes for the 352 galaxies used in the analysis. The green line,
along with 1σ confidence limits on α, shows the best MCMC fit to
the individual data when both M∗g and α are allowed to vary. The
blue line (also with 1σ confidence limits) assumes M∗g = −20.48
mag, the value measured for low-redshift field galaxies by Smith et
al. (2009). Finally, the magenta dashed line represents a Schechter
function with α = −1.9, the slope of the ΛCDM halo mass func-
tion. All magnitudes are corrected for Galactic extinction.
that is broadly consistent with the one measured for the
luminosity function of nearby clusters (e.g. Mines &
Geller 2008; Yagi et al. 2002). To convert this value
to the NGVS bands, we use the average colors measured
for the six NGVS galaxies in the core region brighter than
r = 11.4 mag: (u∗−r) = 1.95±0.07, (g−r) = 0.64±0.05,
(i−r) = −0.34±0.03 and (z−r) = −0.61±0.08 mag. We
then run the fits by setting the prior on M∗ to be non-
zero only within 0.1 mag of the value measured by Smith
et al. (2009), converted to the corresponding NGVS band
using the colors listed above. The result for the g−band
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Fig. 3.— Posterior probability density functions for M∗g and α for the restricted sample of 352 galaxies in the Virgo core (see Figure 2).
Results are shown for two cases: whenM∗g is allowed to vary (left panel) and when constrained to a very narrow range aroundM∗ = −20.48
mag (right panel). From the left panel, it is clear that M∗g is essentially unconstrained by the data, owing to the small number of bright
galaxies in the core. At the same time, α is tightly constrained and largely independent of M∗g due to the wide range in magnitude spanned
by the sample (≈ 13 mag).
(for which the Smith et al. 2009 value corresponds to
M∗ = −20.48 mag) is shown by the blue line in Figure 2
and the posterior probability density function is shown
in the right panel of Figure 3. The best-fit slope in this
case is α = −1.33± 0.02, fully consistent with the value
obtained when M∗ is unconstrained. Table 1 also lists
the faint-end slopes measured using u∗, r, i and z pho-
tometry. All slopes are insensitive to the value of M∗
and are consistent with each other to within 1σ.
Starting with the work of Sandage et al. (1985), it has
been noted that: (1) the galaxy luminosity function in
Virgo displays a “dip” at Mg ∼ −17 mag and/or; (2) it
does not follow a single Schechter function (Trentham &
Tully 2002; Trentham & Hodgkin 2002; Rines & Geller
2008; McDonald et al. 2009). A similar observation has
been made for the luminosity function of field galaxies:
i.e., a broad and shallow trough appears at a similar
magnitude (Blanton et al. 2005; Trentham et al. 2005;
Smith et al. 2009; see also Loveday 1997). In rich galaxy
clusters, the luminosity function also appears to show a
steepening at faint magnitudes (Trentham 1998; Tully et
al. 2002; Yagi et al. 2002; Popesso et al. 2006; Agulli et
al. 2014; although the faint-end slope measurements are
not consistent among clusters). Finally, a dip followed
by an upturn is seen in at least some galaxy groups (e.g.,
the M81 group, Chiboucas et al. 2013), although the lu-
minosity function shape is generally not well determined
due to small number statistics (Trentham et al. 2005;
Chiboucas et al. 2009).
Marginal evidence for a dip in the NGVS Virgo core
luminosity function atMg ∼ −17 mag can be seen in Fig-
ure 2, although the statistics are poor. To address point
(2) above, i.e. examine the stability of the faint-end slope
measurements, we performed two tests. First, we ran a
series of fits restricting the magnitude range of the data.
The results, which are summarized in Table 2, demon-
strate that cutting the sample at progressively brighter
TABLE 2
MCMC Fitting Results Within Restricted
Magnitude Ranges (g−band)
No. Sample M∗ (mag) α
(1) (2) (3) (4)
71 M ≤ −14 −20.48 −1.266+0.056−0.057
116 M ≤ −13 −20.48 −1.381+0.038−0.040
170 M ≤ −12 −20.48 −1.372+0.032−0.033
226 M ≤ −11 −20.48 −1.337+0.027−0.024
295 M ≤ −10 −20.48 −1.332+0.018−0.017
46 −17.4 ≤M ≤ −14.4 −20.48 −1.39+0.11−0.11
292 −14.4 ≤M ≤ −9.13 −20.48 −1.263+0.034−0.035
Note. — All results refer to the luminosity function mea-
sured in the g−band. The columns list the number of galax-
ies (column 1), the magnitude range spanned by the fitted
sample (column 2), the assumedM∗ (column 3, fixed to the
value measured in the field by Smith et al. 2009) and the
faint end slope α (column 4).
magnitudes (from Mg ≤ −10 to Mg ≤ −14 mag) does
not appreciably change the slope. The second test was
carried out by fitting separately a bright and a faint sam-
ple. Trentham & Hodgkin (2002) noted that the slope of
the Virgo luminosity function for a sample restricted to
−17 < MB < −14 mag is α ∼ −1.7, significantly steeper
than derived for fainter galaxies (−14 < MB < −12,
α ∼ −1.1); indeed a ‘step’ at ∼ −14 is suggested by the
NGVS data. Assuming (B−g) ∼ 0.4 (the average differ-
ence between the B−band magnitudes in the VCC and
the g−band magnitudes measured by the NGVS for the
galaxies in common, see Ferrarese et al. 2016) and fitting
the 46 NGVS galaxies with −17.4 ≤ Mg ≤ −14.4 mag
gives α = −1.39±0.11, while fitting the 292 galaxies with
magnitudes −14.4 ≤Mg ≤ −9.13 gives α = −1.26±0.03.
Thus, we find that the slope for the faint sample is indeed
shallower than that for the brighter sample, but the dif-
ference is at the 1σ level and not nearly as pronounced
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TABLE 3
Summary of Faint-End Slope Measurements for the Virgo Cluster
Reference Area Mag. Limit α No. Region targeted Comments
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)
Sandage et al. 1988 140 MB < −11 −1.30 1647 Entire Cluster All galaxies, MB < −11.7
−1.40 1210 Entire Cluster Early-Types, MB < −11.7
Impey et al. 1988 7.7 MB < −11 −1.7 137 Entire Cluster Dwarf galaxies from Sandage et al. (1985)
Phillipps et al. 1998 3.4 MR < −11 −2.18± 0.12 ∼ 4000 Core and Outskirt Dwarf galaxies, −16 ≤MR ≤ −11.5
Trentham & Tully 2002 0.76 MR < −10 −1.03 99 Core −16 ≤MR ≤ −10
Trentham & Hodgkin 2002 24.9 MB < −11 −1.35 449 Core to outskirt MB > −18
−1.7 · · · Core to outskirt −17 ≤MB ≤ −14
−1.1 · · · Core to outskirt −14 ≤MB ≤ −12
Sabatini et al. 2003 14 MB < −10.5 −1.6± 0.1 241 Core to outskirt −14.5 ≤MR ≤ −10.5
−1.4± 0.2 · · · Core
−1.8± 0.2 · · · Outskirt
Rines & Geller 2008 35.6 Mr < −13.5 −1.28± 0.06 484 Entire Cluster Mr < −13.5
Lieder et al. 2012 3.7 MV < −13.0 −1.50± 0.17 216 Core −18.8 ≤MV ≤ −13
This paper 3.7 Mg < −9.13 −1.33± 0.02 404 Core Mg < −9.13
Note. — The columns list the literature reference (column 1); the area covered by the survey, in deg2 (col 2, but note that only sources
within the core region are considered in the comparison shown in Figures 4 and 5); the magnitude limit and faint-end slope quoted in the
original paper (columns 3 and 4); the number of galaxies used in the fit (col. 5); the region of the cluster targeted (col. 6) with ‘core’ referring
to a region within the area discussed in this paper, ‘entire cluster’ referring to the entire region within (at least) one virial radius, and ‘core to
outskirt’ referring to strip(s) extending from the core outwards; and the type of galaxy/magnitude range over which the luminosity function was
fitted (col. 7). With the exception of Rines & Geller (2008), who required spectroscopic confirmation, membership criteria in all other studies
are based on morphological and photometric properties (although the details vary significantly between studies), supplemented by velocities,
when available, and often (but not always) followed by visual confirmation. Note that Impey et al. (1988) base their luminosity function on
the VCC catalogue; however, while Sandage et al. (1985) completeness correction was applied at MB > −13, Impey et al. (1988) estimate the
incompleteness in the VCC sample to set in at MB > −14 based on the 137 galaxies detected within their survey.
as reported by Trentham & Hodgkin (2002). A more
thorough investigation of this issue will be presented in a
future NGVS contribution that examines the luminosity
function over the entire cluster and benefits from greatly
reduced statistical uncertainties.
3.1. Comparison with Previous Work
Before proceeding, we pause to put our results into the
context of previous luminosity function measurements in
Virgo. The relevant studies, which are discussed in de-
tail below, are summarized in Table 3, while a detailed
comparison between the literature and the NGVS data
is presented in Appendix A of Ferrarese et al. (2016).
Figures 4 and 5 compare previous luminosity func-
tions to that from the NGVS. In both figures, the gray
filled histogram represents the raw NGVS data while the
dashed histogram shows the completeness corrected lu-
minosity function, up to the point where completeness
drops below 50%. Colored histogram bars show data
from the literature4. Figure 4 shows the original pub-
lished photometry, using appropriate color transforma-
tions, if needed, while Figure 5 uses the NGVS photome-
try for galaxies in common between the published and the
NGVS samples. In all cases, we plot only those galaxies
that lie within the boundaries of the core region defined
in this paper. With the exception of the VCC and EVCC,
none of the other surveys covered the core region in its
entirety, so we show counts without (left panel) and with
(right panel) the application of a correction factor equal
to the ratio of the NGVS areal coverage to the area cov-
ered by each survey (under the assumption that galaxies
are distributed uniformly across the area covered by each
survey). Note that this approach may artificially increase
the number of very bright galaxies.
4 We are unable to show the data from Phillipps et al. (1998),
who did not publish their catalogue, and Impey et al. (1988), who
did not publish the photometry for their entire sample.
As mentioned in §1, the VCC (Binggeli, Sandage &
Tammann 1985) formed the basis of the first secure de-
termination of the luminosity function in the Virgo clus-
ter (Sandage, Binggeli & Tammann 1985). These au-
thors divided their sample according to morphological
type, motivated by the observation that the dip seen at
MB ∼ −17.5 implies that a single Schechter function can-
not adequately reproduce the data. At the faint end (i.e.,
down to the detection limit of the survey, MB ∼ −11
mag) where their sample is dominated by early-type
galaxies, they found a slope α ∼ −1.355. More recently,
the VCC analysis has been extended to even wider fields
by Kim et al. (2014), who used the SDSS Data Release
7 to spectroscopically identify cluster members over an
area of 725 deg2. Their catalog extends to Mr ∼ −12
mag — the nominal spectroscopic limit of the SDSS —
but the authors warn that incompleteness in the SDSS
spectroscopic data sets in at significantly brighter magni-
tudes, Mr ∼ −14.5. Although the authors do not quote
a faint-end slope, this is not expected to be significantly
different from that of Sandage et al. (1985), given the
overlap between the two samples.
On the other hand, two studies that followed the
VCC by pushing to fainter magnitudes and/or lower sur-
face brightnesses argued for considerably steeper slopes.
First, Impey et al. (1988) published a deeper galaxy cat-
alog based on photographically amplified UK Schmidt
plates covering a 7.7 deg2 region (partially overlapping
the NGVS core region). The authors discovered a num-
ber of galaxies with MB < −11 mag, including some ob-
jects in the magnitude range where the VCC was suppos-
edly complete. By applying a more aggressive complete-
ness correction to the VCC data, the authors reported a
slope of α ∼ −1.7, although they did caution that both
large uncertainties in the data and observational biases
5 Note that, fainter than MB = −13, these authors applied a
completeness correction to the VCC data.
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Fig. 4.— Comparison between the NGVS luminosity function of the core of Virgo, and that derived in independent previous published
works. The NGVS data are shown by the gray histogram, representing the raw counts, and the black dashed histogram, representing
the luminosity function corrected for completeness, up to a maximum correction of 50% (corresponding to Mg ≤ −9.13 mag). The cyan,
blue, red, green, orange and magenta histograms represent data from the VCC, EVCC, Lieder et al. (2012), Trentham & Hodgkin (2002),
Trentham & Tully (2002), and Sabatini et al. (2005), respectively, but only for detections within the core region discussed in this paper.
The literature data have been corrected for Galactic extinction, transformed to the g−band using a constant color term (except for the
EVCC, for which data are tabulated in the g−band), and translated to absolute magnitude using a Virgo distance modulus of (m−M)0
= 31.09 mag. In the left panel, the counts from the literature are presented as in the various works, while in the right panel, they have
been scaled proportionally to the fractional area covered within the core by the various surveys. The VCC and the EVCC catalogs cover
the entire core region and therefore appear the same in both panels.
Fig. 5.— The same as Figure 4 except that the galaxies previously reported in the literature have now been matched to the NGVS catalog:
i.e., galaxies deemed to be spurious in the NGVS membership analysis (see Ferrarese et al. 2016) have been removed and magnitudes have
been plotted using the NGVS g−band magnitudes, corrected for Galactic extinction. On the left, the counts from the literature are as
presented in the various works, while on the right, they have been scaled proportionally to the fractional area covered within the core by
the various surveys.
and selection effects could conspire towards a steepen-
ing of the derived slope. A decade later, Phillipps et al.
(1998) surveyed an area of 3.4 deg2, partially overlapping
with the cluster core, to a completeness limit MR ∼ −11
mag. In the range −16 < MR < −11.5, the authors
found an extremely steep luminosity function, with slope
α ∼ −2.18 ± 0.12, and suggested that the actual slope
might be even steeper, α ∼ −2.5, at fainter magnitudes.
Based on the NGVS data, it seems quite likely that
both the Impey et al. (1988) and the Phillipps et al.
(1998) slopes were severely overestimated. Within the
core region, Impey et al. (1988) identified eight galaxies
that were not cataloged in the VCC. None of these is re-
covered in the (deeper and more sensitive) NGVS images
(see Ferrarese et al. 2016): although Impey et al. (1988)
do not list their magnitudes, these galaxies are located in
uncrowded regions and must be brighter than B ∼ −11
mag (the faint-end limit of their survey), conditions un-
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der which the NGVS is essentially complete. Eliminating
these spurious detections would bring the Impey et al.
(1988) slope in line with the VCC value. Meanwhile, the
Phillipps et al. (1999) survey did not include color infor-
mation, without which identification of background in-
terlopers, especially at faint magnitudes, becomes prob-
lematic. Indeed, it has previously been suggested that
the Phillipps sample was severely contaminated by back-
ground sources (Trentham & Tully 2002; Trentham &
Hodgkin 2002). Over the range −13 ≤ Mg ≤ −12 mag,
where the NGVS is essentially complete (see Ferrarese
et al. 2016), a slope α = −2.0 predicts 130 times more
galaxies than are detected in the NGVS: i.e., we would
expect to detect over 7000 galaxies when, in fact, we find
just 58. We note that depth is unlikely to be responsible
for the difference in slope between our study and Impey
et al. (1998) and Phillipps et al. (1998), since restrict-
ing the NGVS sample to magnitudes brighter than the
NGVS 50% completeness limit does not affect our result
(Table 2).
Much shallower slopes — shallower, in fact, than the
original Sandage et al. (1985) value — were found
in two contemporaneous studies by Trentham & Tully
(2002) and Trentham & Hodgkin (2002). The first study
surveyed a 0.76 deg2 area in the core of the cluster,
while the second covered two elongated regions extend-
ing North and West of the core, for a total coverage of
24.9 deg2. Both surveys were estimated to be complete
down to MB ∼ −11 mag and both found that a sin-
gle Schechter function did not provide a good fit to the
entire luminosity function (which is not surprising since
both relied on the VCC at the bright end of the sam-
ple). In the range −16 < MR < −10 (corresponding to
−14.5 .MB . −8.5, using the transformation provided
by the authors ), Trentham & Tully (2002) found a shal-
low slope of α ∼ −1.03. Based on an inspection of the
left panels of Figures 4 and 5, this shallow slope might be
due to some residual incompleteness in their sample for
galaxies fainter thanMg ∼ −12 mag (MR ∼ −12.7 mag).
Trentham & Hodgkin (2002) found an average slope
for galaxies fainter than MB = −18 mag of α = −1.35,
which is consistent with the value of Sandage et al.
(1985). As mentioned above, however, they emphasized
that the slope displays a significant magnitude depen-
dence: i.e., it steepens to α ∼ −1.7 for −17 < MB <
−14 mag, while at fainter magnitudes, −14 < MB <
−12 mag, it flattens to α ∼ −1.1.
Finally, Rines & Geller (2008) used radial velocities
from the SDSS Data Release 6 to spectroscopically con-
firm cluster members over an area of 35.6 deg2 centered
on M87. Down to Mr ∼ −13.5 mag, they reported a
luminosity function slope of α ∼ −1.28 ± 0.06, which is
consistent with the value found here.
Since the surveys discussed above generally sample dif-
ferent regions within the cluster, it is fair to ask whether
the differences in the measured slopes might be due, at
least in part, to an environmental dependence of the lu-
minosity function. The two studies that, to date, have
explored a possible environmental dependence for the lu-
minosity function (using optical data) appear to indicate
a shallower slope in the core region with respect to the
outer parts of the cluster. Sabatini et al. (2003) analyzed
a 14 deg2 strip that partially includes the core region; fit-
ting the core region in the range −14.5 < MB < −10.5
mag (beyond which the authors estimated their sample
to be severely incomplete), led to a faint-end slope of
α = −1.4±0.2, while fitting the outer regions of the clus-
ter seemed to indicate a steeper slope of α = −1.8± 0.2.
A similar trend was reported by Lieder et al. (2012), who
covered a region of ∼ 3.71 deg2, overlapping with most
of the core region discussed in this paper, and extend-
ing further in the North-West direction. Over the range
−18.8 .MV . −13.0 mag, where the authors estimated
their sample to be complete, the faint-end slope was mea-
sured to be α = −1.50 ± 0.17. However, restricting the
sample to the field surrounding M87 yielded a marginally
shallower slope, α = −1.31 ± 0.08. Finally, in the ul-
traviolet, however, Boselli et al. (2016) used GALEX
data covering an area of more than 300 deg2, finding no
significant differences in the overall UV luminosity func-
tion from the core to the cluster outskirts (although we
note that their survey is shallower than those discussed
so far, reaching early type galaxies with g−band mag-
nitude ∼ −15). In a future paper, we will revisit the
question of a possible environmental dependence using
the full sample of NGVS detections distributed across
the entire cluster.
4. THE CONNECTION TO ULTRA COMPACT DWARFS
AND GLOBULAR CLUSTERS
UCDs have traditionally been defined (somewhat ad
hoc) as compact stellar system with properties interme-
diate between those of compact, low-mass galaxies and
globular clusters (e.g., Hilker et al. 1999; Drinkwater et
al. 2000; Phillips et al. 2001). With masses in the range
2× 106 .M . 108 M, magnitudes −13 . MV . −9,
and half light radii 10 . rh . 100 pc, they are as faint
as the faintest dwarf galaxies known in the Local Group,
but are about one order of magnitude more compact.
Their origin is still somewhat obscure (e.g. Mieske et
al. 2002, 2012; Fellhauer & Kroupa 2002, 2005; Brüns &
Kroupa 2012), but in recent years, the hypothesis that at
least some of them might be the stripped remnants of nu-
cleated early-type galaxies has gained significant support
(Bekki et al. 2001; Drinkwater et al. 2003; Haşegan et al.
2005; Paudel et al. 2010; Pfeffer & Baumgardt 2013; Seth
et al. 2014; Janz et al. 2015; Liu et al. 2015ab; Zhang et
al. 2015). In view of these studies, it is interesting to ex-
plore how the galaxy luminosity function changes when
UCDs are added to the sample. We provide here some
simple calculations on this issue, although we emphasize
at the outset that there are numerous assumptions and
simplifications that underlie such calculations. We fur-
ther emphasize that while it is likely that at least some
UCDs might not have a galactic origin – e.g. they might
simply be massive globular clusters – for simplicity (and
lack of better constraints) in our calculations we assume
all UCDs to originate from stripped nucleated galaxies.
Our departure point is the catalog of confirmed and
possible UCDs surrounding M87 published by Liu et al.
(2015a) using NGVS data. A thorough search for UCDs
in the core of the cluster (the same region considered
in this work), yielded a total of 92 objects with magni-
tudes in the range −12.1 ≤ Mg ≤ −9.6. UCDs were
identified on the basis of location in the u∗iKs diagram
(Muñoz et al. 2014), magnitude, half-light radius and
surface brightness. It is important to realize that the
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Fig. 6.— The NGVS luminosity function of galaxies in the Virgo core region (gray histogram). The red histogram shows the galaxy
sample after including magnitudes for the UCD sample of Liu et al (2015a), corrected for Galactic extinction, while the blue histogram
shows the results of including magnitudes for the UCD progenitors, whose magnitude are estimated using the relation between nuclear and
total galaxy magnitude discussed in Sánchez-Janssen et al. (2016b). This second sample thus assumes that the UCDs are the surviving
nuclei of tidally stripped galaxies (note that this does not include a correction to account for non-nucleated galaxies that might have been
totally disrupted). Formal Schechter fits to the three samples are shown by the gray, red and blue curves, respectively. The green curve
shows the luminosity function derived when disrupted non-nucleated galaxies (whose numbers are estimated from the observed number of
UCDs, combined with the present-day ratio of nucleated to non-nucleated galaxies) are also added to the sample. In the right panel, M∗g
is held fixed while on the left, M∗g is allowed to vary. The magenta dashed line represents a Schechter function with α = −1.9, the slope of
the ΛCDM halo mass function.
faint magnitude limit of the UCD sample, g ∼ 21.5 mag,
was artificially imposed during the selection process (see
Liu et al. 2015a for details).
In analyzing the “corrected” luminosity function, we
follow two approaches meant to provide a rough idea of
the magnitude of the expected change in the faint-end
slope of the luminosity function due to the inclusion of
UCDs. In the first approach, we simply add the magni-
tude of each UCD to the galaxy sample. This approach
is justified if, for instance, UCDs are the remnants of
primordial compact galaxies (Drinkwater et al. 2004)
and/or if their evolutionary history is correctly reflected
in the cosmological simulations that predict the mass
function of dark matter halos. We then use MCMC to
refit the luminosity function down toMg ≤ −9.6 (i.e. the
UCD faint magnitude limit, ∼ 0.5 mag brighter than the
galaxy’s 50% completeness limit) and find a modest —
but statistically significant — increase in the faint-end
slope, from α = −1.33 ± 0.02 (for the galaxies alone) to
α = −1.42 ± 0.02 when M∗ is fixed to −20.48 mag. A
similar steepening is found if M∗ is allowed to vary (see
Table 1).
In the second approach, we assign to each UCD the
magnitude the presumed UCD host galaxy would have
if stripping had not taken place. Following earlier work
from Côté et al. (2006), Sánchez-Janssen et al. (2016b)
provide a fit to the relation between nuclear and galaxy
magnitudes for the sample of nucleated early-type galax-
ies in the core of Virgo, based on NGVS data. For
galaxies hosting nuclei of magnitude comparable to the
observed UCDs, the nuclear luminosities are found to
be proportional to the ∼ 0.5 power of the host galaxy
luminosity: we use this relation to estimate the initial
magnitude of the UCD progenitor6 under the assump-
tion that the UCD, viewed at the present time, corre-
sponds to the original nucleus. The error on the UCD
progenitor magnitude is taken to be equal to the scat-
ter in the relation of Sánchez-Janssen et al. (2016b),
σ(Mg) ' 1.1 mag. Once the correction is applied, the
(pre-stripping) UCD progenitors have magnitudes in the
range−18.8 ≤Mg ≤ −14.5 mag, corresponding to stellar
masses of 1.0× 1010 ≥M ≥ 1.1× 108 M (fainter and
less massive progenitors are excluded due to the selection
criteria imposed on the UCD sample). An MCMC fit to
the luminosity function of the combined UCD progeni-
tors and galaxy population down to Mg ≤ −15.6 mag
(M = 4.3× 108M, which we take as the completeness
limit of the sample, and is equal to the magnitude of the
faintest of UCD progenitors, from which we subtract the
scatter in the Sánchez-Janssen relation), leads to a faint-
end slope of α = −1.53 ± 0.07 when M∗ is fixed. The
luminosity functions of the combined galaxy and UCD
sample are shown in Figure 6, both in the case in which
M∗ is allowed to vary, or held fixed. We note that, taking
our argument even further to correct, besides UCDs, also
compact ellipticals (which, like UCDs, might result from
extreme tidal stripping, e.g. Guerou et al. 2015) would
not affect our results. The core region, in fact, includes
only two such systems (VCC 1297 == NGC4486B, and
EVCC813); the nucleated nature of VCC 1297 is difficult
to assess in view of the steep surface brightness profile of
the galaxy (e.g. Côté et al. 2006; Ferrarese et al. 2016)
6 Note that the term ‘progenitor’ does not imply the object to be
unevolved. Rather, the ‘progenitor’s magnitude’ is the magnitude
the host galaxy would have, at the present time, had it not been
subjected to the extreme stripping processes that have lead to the
observed UCD, but had instead followed the evolution of a ‘typical’
nucleated galaxy.
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while the nucleus of EVCC813 is at the bright end of
the distribution of observed UCDs, and the addition of
its progenitor would not appreciably alter the luminosity
function shown in Figure 6.
There is an additional correction that should be ap-
plied to the above estimate. UCD progenitors are, by
definition, nucleated galaxies. However, the nucleation
fraction, η, (i.e., the ratio of nucleated galaxies to galax-
ies of all types), is known to vary as a function of magni-
tude (Binggeli & Cameron 1991; Côté et al 2006; Turner
et al. 2012; den Brok et al. 2014; Sánchez-Janssen et
al. 2016b). In the magnitude range spanned by the
UCD progenitors, η, varies from ∼ 94% at Mg = −18.8
mag to ∼ 52% at Mg = −14.5 mag. If we assume that
for every UCD (i.e., every disrupted nucleated galaxy),
(1/η − 1) non-nucleated galaxies existed that are now
completely disrupted, and correct the luminosity func-
tion accordingly, then the faint-end slope steepens to
α = −1.60± 0.06 (when the value of M∗ is held fixed, or
α = −1.62± 0.07 when it is allowed to vary).
A few conclusions can be drawn from the above anal-
ysis. First, the inclusion of UCDs can have a sig-
nificant impact on the faint-end slope of the luminos-
ity function. However, even in the most extreme case
(α = −1.60 ± 0.06, obtained by adding to the galaxy
sample the magnitudes of the presumed UCD progenitors
and correcting for the nucleation fraction) the faint-end
slope is still shallower than the slope of the ΛCDM mass
function at the low-mass end (α ∼ −1.9). Moreover,
if the goal is to compare the observed galaxy luminos-
ity function to the present-day dark matter halo mass
function, it is not entirely clear whether UCDs should
be included at all. Whether UCDs are still surrounded
by a dark matter halos is subject to debate (Haşegan et
al. 2005; Mieske et al. 2008; Chilingarian et al. 2008;
Goerdt et al. 2008; Frank et al. 2011; Seth et al. 2014).
If they are not, then the simulations presumably also
predict the infall halos to be completely disrupted, and
therefore not to contribute to the present-day halo mass
function, in which case UCDs should not be included in
the comparison. A second conclusion is that, because
UCD numbers appear to scale with the underlying total
gravitating mass (Liu et al. 2015a), including UCDs will
likely lead to an increase in the apparent environmental
dependence of the faint-end slope, with steeper slopes as-
sociated with deeper potential wells. We plan to test this
hypothesis in a future contribution that uses the galaxy
sample over the full cluster.
4.1. The Rate of Satellite Disruption
Whether the simulations predict the total disruption
of their progenitors halo or not, UCDs can still be used
to provide a rough estimate of the expected number of
disrupted halos under our initial assumption: i.e., that
the original UCD progenitor magnitude can be inferred
from the nuclear-to-total galaxy magnitude relation of
present-day early-type galaxies.
In the mass range spanned by the UCD progenitors in
our sample, 1.0 × 1010 ≥ M ≥ 1.1 × 108 M, there are
92 UCDs in the core of Virgo, and 49 galaxies, of which
33 are nucleated. At a minimum, therefore, for every
galaxy-hosting halo that survives to the present time, we
expect 92/49 = 1.9 halos to have been disrupted – in
fact, since UCD can only originate from nucleated galax-
ies, that estimate is likely closer to 3 (92/33). In other
words, in this scenario, ∼ 70% of all infall halos that
reach maximum mass after entering the cluster core will
not survive to the present day. This number is likely a
lower limit since, as mentioned above, not all galaxies
are nucleated and therefore not all galaxies, when dis-
rupted, would leave a recognizable remnant behind in the
form of a UCD. Assuming, as done before, that for every
UCD (i.e., every disrupted nucleated galaxy), (1/η − 1)
non-nucleated galaxies existed that are now completely
disrupted, the fraction of infall halos that reach max-
imum mass and do not survive to the present-day in-
creases from ∼ 70% at a stellar masses M = 1.0 × 1010
M, to 82% at M = 1.1 × 108 M. Using high res-
olution simulations from the Aquarius (Springel et al.
2008) and Phoenix (Gao et al. 2012) projects, Han et al.
(2016) estimate that ∼ 45% of infall haloes are disrupted,
lower than our average value of 70%. In addition, Han
et al. (2015) find that the disruption rate of satellites
is largely independent on halo mass down to the reso-
lution of the simulations (∼ 106 M), while since the
observed fraction of nucleated to non-nucleated galaxies
decreases as a function of magnitude (at the low-mass
end), our assumptions necessarily imply that the disrup-
tion rate should increase at low masses. We stress, how-
ever, that our rough calculation assumes that nucleated
and non-nucleated galaxies share the same spatial distri-
bution and orbital properties, an hypothesis whose valid-
ity is still under active investigation (Binggeli et al. 1987;
Côté et al. 2006; Lisker et al. 2007; Sánchez-Janssen et
al. 2016b).
4.2. Globular Clusters and Intracluster Light from
Disrupted Satellites
Finally, it is interesting to explore the possible con-
tribution of UCDs and their progenitors to the globular
cluster population in the Virgo core. If UCDs are the
surviving nuclei of tidally stripped galaxies, then it is
expected that the globular cluster population associated
with those galaxies now resides in the core of the clus-
ter. Indeed, it has been recognized for some time that
the accretion and disruption of low-mass galaxies is likely
one of the most important mechanisms by which galax-
ies assemble their globular cluster systems (e.g., Côté
et al. 1998, 2002; Beasley et al. 2002; Jordán et al.
2004; Tonini 2013). Using the extensive NGVS imag-
ing data in the Virgo core region, which allows us to
assemble complete and homogenous samples of galaxies,
UCDs and globular clusters in this environment, we ex-
plore this scenario by noting that the globular cluster
‘specific frequency’ SN = NGC ×100.4(MV +15) — defined
as the number of globular clusters NGC normalized to
a V−band magnitude MV = −15 — varies as a func-
tion of galaxy luminosity, but is SN ∼ 3 (albeit with
large scatter) in the magnitude range occupied by the
presumed progenitors of the existing UCDs (see, e.g.,
Peng et al. 2008 or Harris et al. 2013). For this choice
of SN , the UCD progenitors are expected to have con-
tributed a total of roughly 1950 globulars to the core of
the cluster. Most of these clusters come from the bright-
est progenitors: e.g., a Mg = −18.8 mag progenitor will
have contributed ∼ 120 globulars, while a Mg = −14.5
mag progenitor is expected to have contributed only ∼ 2
to 3 globulars. In addition, most accreted clusters are ex-
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pected to belong to the blue globular cluster population
(Côté et al. 1998; Peng et al. 2006; Tonino 2013).
There is a second way in which the stripping of galax-
ies can affect the present-day population of globular clus-
ters (or objects identified as such). As mentioned above,
a faint magnitude cutoff of Mg = −9.6 was imposed on
the UCD population selected from the NGVS (Liu et al.
2015a). This was solely out of necessity: i.e., one of the
criteria used in selecting UCDs is their larger size (com-
pared to globulars), and sizes cannot be measured reli-
ably fainter thanMg ' −9.6 mag using NGVS data (Liu
et al. 2015a). Fainter objects are therefore excluded a
priori when selecting UCDs, but they do exist in the core
region and, when detected, would invariably be classified
as globular clusters. The progenitors of such faint UCDs
are expected to be fainter than the progenitors of the
UCDs identified by Liu et al (2015a). To estimate their
numbers, we can proceed in two separate ways. The first,
probably incorrect method, is to assume that the lumi-
nosity function of the UCD progenitors and galaxies has
a Schechter-like form, with a slope of α = −1.53 ± 0.07
(see Table 1), all the way down to the 50% completeness
limit of the NGVS,Mg = −9.13 mag. The integral of this
luminosity function over the range −14.5 ≤Mg ≤ −9.13
mag then yields the total number of existing galaxies
plus disrupted UCD progenitors: 2150+946−638, where the
error reflects the uncertainty in the slope of the lumi-
nosity function. From this number, we need to subtract
the number of existing galaxies in the same magnitude
range: correcting the number of observed galaxies (297)
for completeness gives 384 galaxies that have survived
to the present day. This implies that ∼ 1766+946−638 galax-
ies have been disrupted. Using the relation between nu-
clear and galaxy magnitude from Sánchez-Janssen et al.
(2016b), the nuclei of galaxies in the −14.5 ≤ g ≤ −9.13
mag range have magnitudes −9.6 ≤ g ≤ −6.7. This falls
squarely in the magnitude range dominated by globular
clusters, whose luminosity function can be described as
a Gaussian with turnover magnitude Mg,T ' −7.22 mag
and dispersion σ ' 1.28 mag (see, e.g., Villegas et al.
2010). The progenitors of these galaxies are also ex-
pected to contribute their globular cluster populations
to the core of Virgo. The globular cluster specific fre-
quency is not well quantified for early-type galaxies in
this magnitude range (e.g. Georgiev et al. 2010), but as-
suming SN = 3 would lead to a total of ∼ 280 additional
globular clusters.
As already noted, the above arguments are likely in-
correct at some level, since there is no reason to believe
that the combined luminosity function of UCD progeni-
tors and galaxies is well described by a Schechter function
all the way down to the completeness limit of the survey
— a factor 150 beyond the magnitude of the progenitor
of the faintest UCD currently detected. In fact, there are
reasons to believe that this luminosity function is not well
described by a Schechter function. All UCD progenitors
are, by definition, nucleated, but the present-day fraction
of nucleated galaxies decreases dramatically as galaxies
become fainter, falling to ∼ 1% at Mg = −9.13 mag, the
50% completeness limit of the survey. If the same nu-
cleation fraction applies to galaxies that have been dis-
rupted (which it might not), then we would expect the
luminosity function of the UCD progenitors to have a
Fig. 7.— Schematic representation of the luminosity function of
the current sample of galaxies in the core of Virgo (blue curve).
The red and green curves show, respectively, the nucleated and
non-nucleated galaxies that are presumed to have been disrupted,
estimated from the observed galaxy luminosity function combined
with the nucleation fraction observed at the present time (shown
by the yellow wedge, to be read on the scale to the right). The
confidence intervals account for the errors on the nucleation frac-
tion. The black histogram shows the luminosity function of the
presumed UCD progenitor galaxies, based on the sample of UCDs
detected in the Virgo core region (Liu et al. 2015a). The verti-
cal short-dashed lines identify the magnitudes of the brightest and
faintest of the progenitors of the observed UCDs, while the long-
dashed line shows the 50% completeness limit of the (observed)
galaxy population. See §4.2 for details.
bell-shaped distribution, following the galaxy luminosity
function at the bright end and declining sharply at the
faint end.
This is shown schematically in Figure 7. The blue
line represents the observed galaxy luminosity function
(see §3), parameterized as a Schechter function with
α = −1.33 ± 0.02. The yellow wedge shows the con-
straints on the nucleation fraction (to be read on the
scale to the right) measured for present-day galaxies in
the core of Virgo (Sánchez-Janssen et al. 2016b). We
note that, as discussed in Sánchez-Janssen et al. (2016b),
the steep drop in nucleation fraction at faint magnitudes
is real and not due to observational biases: throughout
the entire magnitude range spanned by the NGVS galax-
ies, the survey’s point source sensitivity is at least two
magnitudes fainter than the average nuclear magnitude
expected based on the observed correlation between the
magnitude of the nucleus, and that of its host galaxy.
The red curve is meant to represent the luminosity func-
tion of nucleated galaxies that have been disrupted. Un-
der the assumption that the nucleation fraction at earlier
times was the same as we measure today, this is equal
to the galaxy luminosity function multiplied by the nu-
cleation fraction and normalized to the number of pro-
genitors of the observed UCDs in the magnitude range
−18.8 ≤Mg ≤ −14.5. The green curve represents the lu-
minosity function of disrupted non-nucleated galaxies un-
der the same assumption for the nucleation fraction. For
comparison, the black histogram shows the inferred pro-
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TABLE 4
UCDs and Globular Estimates from Disrupted Galaxies
Magnitude Range Galaxy Type No. of Galaxies No. of UCDs No. of Associated GCs
g−band
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
−18.8 to −14.5 Nucleated 92 92 1950
−14.5 to −9.13 Nucleated 148+49−24 148+49−24 77± 16
−18.8 to −9.13 Nucleated 240+49−24 240+49−24 2027± 16
−18.8 to −14.5 Non-Nucleated 43+28−11 0 491+724−164
−14.5 to −9.13 Non-Nucleated 650+26−49 0 125+16−18
−18.8 to −9.13 Non-Nucleated 693+54−60 0 616+740−182
−18.8 to −9.13 All 933+103−84 240+49−24 2643+756−198
Note. — Column 1 lists the magnitude range over which the total number of disrupted satel-
lites (column 3), their nuclei (present-day UCDs, column 4) and globular clusters (column 5) is
calculated. Whether the galaxies are nucleated, non-nucleated, or include both categories is listed
in column 2. By definition, non-nucleated galaxies do not produce UCDs, but they do contribute
globular clusters to the core of Virgo (the calculation assume a luminosity independent globu-
lar cluster specific frequency SN = 3). The total number of nucleated disrupted galaxies in the
magnitude range −18.8 ≤ Mg ≤ −14.5 is set equal to the number of observed UCDs from Liu
et al. (2015a). All other numbers are calculated as described in §4.2. For comparison, the core
region contains 92 known UCDs, ∼ 11 000 globular clusters (of which ∼ 7300 belonging to the blue
population), and 346 galaxies with −18.8 < Mg < −9.13. At face value, this implies that ∼ 150 of
the globular clusters in the core of Virgo are in fact UCDs, that as many as one third of the blue
globular clusters once belonged to disrupted satellites, and that for every galaxy surviving to the
present day, three times as many have been disrupted.
genitors of the observed UCDs. Qualitatively, the UCD
progenitor histogram agrees well with the red curve, es-
pecially when one considers that the UCD sample might
be incomplete at the faint end.
Proceeding with this cartoon picture, we can estimate
the total number of UCDs in the −9.6 ≤ Mg ≤ −6.7
mag range by integrating the red curve (i.e. the lumi-
nosity function of disrupted nucleated galaxies) over the
range −14.5 ≤ Mg ≤ −9.13 mag (corresponding to the
magnitudes of the progenitors). This yields a total of
148+49−24 UCDs. Additionally, these galaxies would have
deposited 77±16 globular clusters in the core region, as-
suming SN = 3. Adding to this the 1950 globular clusters
expected to have been associated with the brighter UCD
progenitors (see above) leads to a total of 2175+65−40 ob-
jects belonging to the present-day globular cluster pop-
ulation that were once associated with disrupted nucle-
ated galaxies. Of these, 148+49−24 are, in fact, the surviving
nuclei of those galaxies.
Finally, we can estimate the overall contribution from
disrupted, non-nucleated galaxies. By definition, these
galaxies would not contribute UCDs but would still con-
tribute globular clusters. Integrating the green curve
over the range −18.8 ≤ Mg ≤ −9.13 mag leads to a
total of 693+54−60 (now disrupted) non-nucleated galaxies,
contributing 616+740−182 globular clusters to the present-day
population. In total, the number of globular clusters
contributed by disrupted galaxies of all types is then
2791+705−222, of which 148
+49
−24 (5%) would be faint UCDs
“masquerading” as globular clusters. Table 4 summa-
rizes these estimates for the number of UCDs and glob-
ular clusters that may have originated from disrupted
galaxies.
We can now compare this number to the total num-
ber of globular clusters present in the Virgo core with
−9.6 ≤ Mg ≤ −6.7 mag, under the assumption that the
clusters of the disrupted galaxies still reside in the core
region. A clean globular cluster catalog can be derived
from NGVS data down to Mg = −7.49 mag (Durrell et
al. 2014; Peng et al. in preparation; note that this is
over two magnitudes brighter than the 10σ point source
detection limit, the main limitation in identifying glob-
ular clusters being confusion with the stellar locus). To
obtain the total numbers down to Mg = −6.7 mag, we
assume a Gaussian luminosity function with parameters
described in Villegas et al. (2010). This leads to a total
of ∼ 11 000 globulars that are currently found within the
core of Virgo. Liu et al. (2015a), meanwhile, found from
their colors that UCDs appear to be more closely associ-
ated with the blue, rather than the red, globular cluster
subpopulation. Using a double Gaussian fitted to the ob-
served color distribution allows us to divide the observed
globular cluster sample into blue and red components,
for a total of 7300 and 2800 objects, respectively. It then
follows that, in this picture, (2791+705−222)/7300 = 39
+9
−3% of
the blue globular clusters were formerly associated with
(mostly bright and nucleated) galaxies that have been
disrupted. About 2% of these “globulars” would corre-
spond to the nuclei of disrupted nucleated galaxies.
Needless to say, these results could have important im-
plications for the origin of the diffuse light in the cluster
core (see, e.g., Cooper et al. 2015 and references therein).
Constraints on the fraction of intracluster light in Virgo
are both uncertain and model dependent, but range be-
tween 7 and 20% (e.g., Durrell et al. 2002; Dolag et al.
2010; Murante et al. 2007; Purcell et al. 2007; Seigar et
al. 2007; Gonzalez et al. 2007; Zibetti 2008; Feldmeier
et al. 2004; Castro-Rodriguez et al. 2009). However,
these estimates should probably be viewed as lower lim-
its for the core, given the large amount of diffuse light
within this region (e.g., Mihos et al. 2005; Rudick et
al. 2010). Integrating the luminosity function of dis-
rupted nucleated and non-nucleated galaxies (the red and
green curves in Figure 7) gives Ldis,n ∼ 6.5+0.5−2.3 × 1010
L and Ldis,nn ∼ 1.9+2.3−0.5 × 1010 L, respectively, for a
combined luminosity from disrupted galaxies of Ldis =
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(8.5 ± 2.8) × 1010 L. Only a fraction of this luminos-
ity contributes to the intracluster light observed today,
while the remainder is likely to have been incorporated
into the haloes of giant ellipticals: for comparison, the
luminosity of M87 is LM87 = (1.0 ± 0.1) × 1011 L and
our full sample of 404 galaxies in the core region have
a collective luminosity of Ltot ∼ 2 × 1011 L (Ferrarese
et al. 2016). Taken at face value, the above results would
suggest that a very substantial population of disrupted
galaxies — two to three times as many as the ∼ 400
galaxies that we presently observe in the cluster core —
might be responsible for up to ∼ 85% of the present-
day luminosity of M87 or, alternatively, ∼ 40% of the
aggregate luminosity in galaxies residing in this region.
5. A COMPARISON TO THE LUMINOSITY FUNCTION IN
THE LOCAL GROUP
The number of known Local Group galaxies contin-
ues to rise in the era of deep, pan-chromatic, wide-field
surveys such as the SDSS (York et al. 2000), Pan-
STARRS (Kaiser et al. 2010), the Dark Energy Survey
(DES; Diehl et al. 2014) and PAndAS (McConnachie
et al. 2009). A complete catalog of Local Group galax-
ies discovered up to 2012 was compiled by McConnachie
(2012)7; since then, four new M31 satellites have been
discovered: Andromeda XXXI, Andromeda XXXII and
Andromeda XXXIII from Pan-STARRS data (Martin et
al., 2013a,b) and Andromeda XXX from PAndAS data
(Conn et al. 2012, Collins et al. 2013, Irwin et al., in
prep.). More dramatically, 23 new “ultra-faint” satellites
have since been discovered in the immediate vicinity of
the Milky Way. Four of these detections were made using
Pan-STARRS data (Laevens et al. 2015a, 2015b, Martin
et al. 2015) while the remaining objects were discov-
ered in the first and second year of DES (Koposov et al.
2015; Kim & Jerjen 2015; Kim et al. 2015a,b; Bechtol
et al. 2015; Drlica-Wagner et al. 2015). For our pur-
poses — where we seek a homogeneous comparison of
the Local Group and Virgo luminosity functions, based
on NGVS data — we may limit the analysis to Local
Group satellites brighter thanMg = −9.13 mag, the 50%
detection limit that applies to the Virgo sample. This re-
duces the Local Group sample to the galaxies listed in
Table 5, divided according to whether they are M31 satel-
lites (20), Galactic satellites (8), or members of the Local
Group but not associated with either galaxy specifically
(10), following the prescription of McConnachie (2012)8.
For comparison with Virgo, we assume a colour term
g − V = 0.14 mag to convert the V−band magnitudes
in Table 5 to g−band magnitudes, although, as we will
show, the slope is not sensitive to the exact value used
for the conversion (or, equivalently, to the value of M∗).
Unfortunately, completeness for the Local Group sam-
ple cannot be quantified as easily and reliably as it can
for Virgo. Consider the PAndAS survey, which is com-
plete to at least MV = −8 mag (Mg ∼ −7.8 mag;
McConnachie et al. 2009). Although this limit is ∼
1.3 mag fainter than for our NGVS analysis of Virgo,
PAndAS covered Andromeda only out to 150 kpc (half
7 An updated list is maintained online at
http://www.astro.uvic.ca/∼alan/Nearby_Dwarf_Database.html
8 A virial radius of 300 kpc is assumed for both the Milky Way
and M31. The zero-velocity radius of the Local Group is taken to
be 1060 kpc.
TABLE 5
Local Group Sample
Name (m−M) (mag) MV (mag) References
(1) (2) (3) (4)
M31 System
Andromeda · · · −21.20 ± 0.80 1,2
Triangulum 24.54 ± 0.06 −18.84 ± 0.12 1,2
NGC 205 24.58 ± 0.07 −16.48 ± 0.12 1,2
M32 24.53 ± 0.21 −16.43 ± 0.23 2,3,4
IC 10 24.50 ± 0.09 −15.00 ± 0.23 2,3,5,6
NGC 185 23.95 ± 0.09 −14.75 ± 0.13 1,2
NGC 147 24.15 ± 0.09 −14.65 ± 0.13 1,2
Andromeda VII 24.41 ± 0.10 −13.21 ± 0.32 1,7,8
Andromeda II 24.07 ± 0.14 −12.57 ± 0.21 1,7,8
Andromeda XXXII 24.45 ± 0.14 −12.25 ± 0.71 9
Andromeda I 24.36 ± 0.07 −11.86 ± 0.12 1,7,8
Andromeda XXXI 24.40 ± 0.12 −11.70 ± 0.71 9
Andromeda VI 24.47 ± 0.07 −11.47 ± 0.21 1,8
Andromeda XXXIII 24.49 ± 0.18 −10.34 ± 0.72 10
Andromeda XXIII 24.43 ± 0.13 −10.23 ± 0.52 11
Andromeda III 24.37 ± 0.07 −10.17 ± 0.31 1,7,8
LGS 3 24.43 ± 0.07 −10.13 ± 0.12 1,12
Andromeda XXI 24.59 ± 0.06 −9.79 ± 0.60 13,14
Andromeda XXV 24.55 ± 0.12 −9.75 ± 0.51 11
Andromeda V 24.44 ± 0.08 −9.54 ± 0.22 1,8
Milky Way System
MilkyWay · · · −20.90 ± 0.80
LMC 18.52 ± 0.09 −18.12 ± 0.13 2,15
SMC 19.03 ± 0.12 −16.83 ± 0.23 2,16
Canis Major 14.29 ± 0.30 −14.39 ± 0.85 17,18
Sagittarius dSph 17.10 ± 0.15 −13.50 ± 0.34 19,20,21,22
Fornax 20.84 ± 0.18 −13.44 ± 0.35 23,24
Sculptor 19.67 ± 0.14 −11.07 ± 0.52 24,25
Leo II 21.84 ± 0.13 −9.84 ± 0.33 24,26
Additional Local Group Galaxies
NGC 6822 23.31 ± 0.08 −15.21 ± 0.22 2,27
IC 1613 24.39 ± 0.12 −15.19 ± 0.16 2,28
WLM 24.85 ± 0.08 −14.25 ± 0.13 1,2
Pegasus dIrr 24.82 ± 0.07 −12.22 ± 0.21 1,2
Leo A 24.51 ± 0.12 −12.11 ± 0.23 2,29,30,31
Leo I 22.02 ± 0.13 −12.02 ± 0.33 24,32
Cetus 24.39 ± 0.07 −11.29 ± 0.21 1,8
Aquarius 25.15 ± 0.08 −10.65 ± 0.13 1,33
Phoenix 23.09 ± 0.10 −9.89 ± 0.41 34,35
Tucana 24.74 ± 0.12 −9.54 ± 0.23 36,37
Note. — The Table lists all Local Group satellites (column 1) brighter
than Mg = −9.13 mag, the 50% completeness limit of the NGVS Virgo
sample. Distance moduli, V−band absolute magnitudes and references are
given in cols. 3, 4 and 5, respectively. In the text, we assume g − V = 0.14
mag to estimate the g−band luminosity function. References are as follows:
(1) McConnachie, A. W., et al. 2005; (2) de Vaucouleurs, et al. 1991; (3)
Huchra, J. P., et al. 1999; (4) Grillmair, C. J., et al. 1996; (5) Tully, R. B.,
et al. 2006; (6) Sanna, N., et al. 2010; (7) Kalirai, J. S., et al. 2010; (8)
McConnachie, A. W. & Irwin, M. J. 2006; (9) Martin, N. F., et al. 2013;
(10) Martin, N. F., et al. 2013; (11) Richardson, J. C., et al. 2011; (12)
Lee, M. G. 1995; (13) Martin, N. F., et al. 2009; (14) Conn, A. R., et al.
2012; (15) Clementini, G., et al. 2003; (16) Udalski, A., et al. 1999; (17)
Bellazzini, M., et al. 2006; (18) Bellazzini, M., et al. 2004; (19) Monaco,
L., et al. 2004; (20) Ibata, R. A., et al. 1994; (21) Mateo, M., et al. 1998;
(22) Majewski, S. R., et al. 2003; (23) Pietrzyński, G., et al. 2009; (24)
Irwin, M. & Hatzidimitriou, D. 1995; (25) Pietrzyński, G., et al. 2008; (26)
Bellazzini, M., et al. 2005; (27) Gieren, W., et al. 2006; (28) Bernard, E. J.,
et al. 2010; (29) Dolphin, A. E., et al. 2002; (30) Vansevičius, V., et al.
2004; (31) Cole, A. A., et al. 2007; (32) Bellazzini, M., et al. 2004; (33)
McConnachie, A. W., et al. 2006; (34) Hidalgo, S. L., et al. 2009; (35) van
de Rydt, F., et al. 1991; (36) Bernard, E. J., et al. 2009; (37) Saviane, I.,
et al. 1996.
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Fig. 8.— Schechter fit to the luminosity function of Andromeda
satellites brighter than Mg = −9.13 mag (the same magnitude
limit as in our NGVS analysis of Virgo core galaxies, see Table
5). Galaxies are individually marked by the vertical red lines, and
no correction for completeness has been applied. The green curve,
with 1σ confidence limits on α, shows the best MCMC fit to the
individual data when bothM∗g and α are allowed to vary. The blue
curve (again with 1σ confidence limits) assumesM∗g = −20.48 mag.
The grey curve shows the best fit luminosity function measured in
Virgo (the blue line in Figure 2), while the magenta dashed line
represents a Schechter function with α = −1.9, the slope of the
ΛCDM halo mass function.
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Fig. 9.— Posterior probability density functions for M∗g and
α for M31 satellites brighter than Mg = −9.13 mag (Figure 8).
Results are shown for two cases: when M∗g is allowed to vary (left
panel) and when constrained to a very narrow range around M∗ =
−20.48 mag (right panel).
a virial radius) and did not extend North of a Galac-
tic latitude b ∼ −15◦ in order to avoid contamination
from the Galactic disk. The Pan-STARRS 3pi survey
has made it possible to extend the spatial coverage and
reach an approximate completeness limit of Mr ∼ −9
mag (Martin et al. 2013a,b). However, the high Galac-
tic latitude area — which covers 20% of Andromeda’s
virial region — remains problematic and faint satellites
in that region would likely remain undetected. For the
Milky Way satellites, completeness is even more prob-
lematic, with as many as 20% to 50% of Galactic satel-
lites estimated to remain undiscovered, most likely be-
hind the Galactic disk (e.g., Irwin 1994; McConnachie &
Fig. 10.— Same as Figure 8, except for satellites of the Milky
Way brighter than Mg = −9.13 mag (see Table 5).
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Fig. 11.— Same as Figure 9, except for satellites of the Milky
Way brighter than Mg = −9.13 mag (see Table 5).
Irwin 2006; Tollerud et al. 2008; Koposov et al. 2008).
Needless to say, the combined (i.e., Local Group) sample
inherits the problems of both subsamples, further com-
pounded by the fact that a truly complete census would
require an even larger survey that is sensitive to satel-
lites lying at larger distances. Luckily, since our NGVS
luminosity function analysis is based on galaxies with
Mg < −9.13 mag, for the sake of comparison we can
neglect the “ultra-faint” galaxies whose completeness is
most uncertain for the Local Group and its subsystems.
We will not attempt to correct for completeness in our
estimation of the Local Group luminosity function. Com-
pleteness corrections are most severe at fainter magni-
tudes (i.e., LMC or M32 analogs are exceedingly unlikely
to have been missed), and our decision to not account for
incompleteness means that the faint-end slopes reported
here should, in general, be interpreted as lower limits.
Figures 8 to 13 show the MCMC fits and posterior prob-
ability density functions for the Andromeda, Milky Way
and all Local Group galaxies. In each case, the fits were
performed twice — first by allowing both M∗g and α to
vary as free parameters, and then by fixing the value of
M∗g to −20.48 mag.
The results are tabulated in Table 6. As was the case
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TABLE 6
MCMC Fitting Results for the Local Group
Sample No. M∗ (free) (mag) α M∗ (fix) (mag) α
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
MW System 8 −22.6+1.2−1.3 −1.06+0.10−0.09 −20.48 −1.03+0.10−0.10
M31 System 20 −22.9+1.2−1.3 −1.267+0.063−0.065 −20.48 −1.228+0.055−0.077
Local Group 38 −23.3+1.3−1.1 −1.223+0.037−0.039 −20.48 −1.214+0.045−0.045
Note. — Results of the MCMC fits to the g−band luminosity function of the Local
Group (Table 5). The sample is divided in Milky Way galaxies, M31 galaxies, and all
Local Group galaxies (as indicated in column 1). The sample size is listed in column 2.
Cols. 3 and 4 list the MCMC M∗ (g−band) and faint-end slope α in the case in which
both parameters are allowed to vary. Cols. 5 and 6 list the same parameters in the case
when M∗ is held fixed to the value determined for local field galaxies by Smith et al.
(2009).
Fig. 12.— As Figure 8, except for all Local Group galaxies
brighter than Mg = −9.13 mag (see Table 5).
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Fig. 13.— As Figure 9, except for all Local Group galaxies
brighter than Mg = −9.13 mag (see Table 5).
for the Virgo analysis, α does not appear to be overly
sensitive to the precise value of M∗g . For the Andromeda
system, the slope, αM31 = −1.23 ± 0.07 is significantly
steeper than the value of −0.98±0.07 based on an earlier
release of the PAndAS data (McConnachie et al. 2009)9,
or the −1.13 ± 0.06 measurement of Chiboucas et al.
9 The difference in slope between our estimate and that of Mc-
Connachie et al. (which was based on galaxies spanning a compa-
(2009). In fact, our slope for M31 is only 1σ shallower
than measured in Virgo — and the difference is likely
to be even less significant considering that, as already
mentioned, the M31 sample might still be somewhat in-
complete even down to the (relatively) bright magnitudes
considered here.
The luminosity function for the Milky Way system is
more uncertain, both because of the smaller number of
objects (only eight Galactic satellites are brighter than
Mg = −9.13 mag), and because of large uncertainties in
incompleteness. Our best-fit slope, αMW = −1.03±0.10,
is however consistent with the value determined by Ko-
posov et al. (2008) which not only extended to much
fainter magnitudes (MV = −2 mag, for a total of 13
satellites) but also corrected explicitly for incomplete-
ness10.
Finally, the slope of the luminosity function for the
entire Local Group, αLG = −1.21 ± 0.05 is, not surpris-
ingly , close to that measured for the Andromeda system.
This is marginally steeper than the value of −1.1 ± 0.1
obtained by Pritchet & van den Bergh (1999) and Tren-
tham et al. (2005), likely due to the discovery of new,
faint members of the M31 satellite system.
While a difference in faint end slopes between Virgo
and the Local Group still stands, the gap between the two
environments is not as wide as previously reported, with
the two slopes now differing only at the 1.7σ level (al-
though inclusion of disrupted galaxies in the Virgo sam-
ple would exacerbate this difference if disruption in the
Local Group has not been as effective, see § 4.1 and§ 4.2).
From a theoretical perspective, this is perhaps surprising
given the dramatic difference in galaxy density and mor-
phological mix between the two environments (Mathis &
White 2002; Benson et al. 2003b); additional light on the
subject might be shed by comparing the faint end slope
in the Virgo core with that measured at the outskirts of
the cluster.
6. THE GALAXY STELLAR MASS FUNCTION
The multi-band imaging available from the NGVS
makes it possible to calculate not just the luminosity
rable range in magnitude) is due entirely to the addition of new
Andromeda satellites discovered since that study (i.e., 13 galaxies
were used in McConnachie et al. 2009, as opposed to the sample
of 20 galaxies considered here).
10 The inclusion of Canis Major as a Milky Way satellite remains
controversial. Excluding it from the sample, however, does not
affect the results.
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TABLE 7
MCMC Fitting Results for the Stellar Mass Function in the Virgo Cluster Core
No. Mass Range M∗ (free) (M) α M∗ (fix) (M) α
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
352 5.6× 105 − 3.0× 1011 1.1+3.5−0.9 × 1013 −1.350+0.015−0.016 6.3× 1010(fix) −1.328+0.015−0.015
Note. — MCMC fits to the stellar mass function of 352 galaxies in the Virgo core, including all
galaxies brighter than the g−band 50% completeness limit for the survey. The mass range spanned
by the sample is listed in column 2. The M∗ and faint-end slope α are listed in cols. 3 and 4 when
both are allowed to vary, and cols. 5 and 6 whenM∗ is held fixed to the stellar mass corresponding to
M∗ = −20.48 mag, the (g−band) value measured for the field by Smith et al. (2009).
function for galaxies in the cluster core, but also their
(stellar) mass function. Given that the galaxy popula-
tion in this region is dominated by old, early-type sys-
tems (Janz & Lisker 2009; Lisker et al. 2009; Roediger
et al., in preparation), we would not expect the stellar
mass function slope to differ dramatically from that of
the luminosity function. Nevertheless, we proceed with
the analysis since a comparison between observations and
the predictions of cosmological models may, in some in-
stances, be more straightforward in terms of stellar mass.
Galaxy luminosities have been converted to stellar
masses via Bayesian modeling of their u∗griz spectral
energy distributions (SEDs), as described in Roediger
et al. (2016). To minimize the effects of colour gradi-
ents (expected to correlate with galaxy mass), all magni-
tudes are measured within one effective radius. We em-
ployed the Flexible Stellar Population Synthesis (FSPS)
Simple Stellar Population (SSP) models of Conroy et al.
(2009), assuming a Chabrier Initial Mass Function and
exponentially-declining star formation histories. A finite
grid of 50 000 synthetic models were generated with met-
alliticies ranging from 0.01 to 1.6 of the solar metallicity,
star formation timescales between 0.5 and 100 Gyr−1,
and luminosity weighted ages (calculated since star for-
mation began) between 5 and 13 Gyrs. For each galaxy,
a stellar mass-to-light ratio was then estimated as the
median value of the marginalized posterior probability
distribution function obtained by fitting the observed
SED to the grid of synthetic models, with an uncertainty
equal to half the interval between the 16th and 84th per-
centiles (see Figure 14). We note that the M∗/L val-
ues derived in this paper differ slightly from those pre-
sented in Grossauer et al. (2015) which were calculated
using the SSP models of Bruzual & Charlot (2003) and
included star formation bursts which were assumed to
have a 50% probability of occurring at each time-step
throughout the lifetime of the synthetic populations. As
explained in Grossauer et al. (2015), these assumptions
tend to produceM∗/L values that are biased too low.
The outcome of our MCMC fitting to the resulting
stellar mass function is shown in Figures 15 and 16, with
parameters tabulated in Table 7. As expected, the best-
fit slope of α = −1.33± 0.02 is virtually identical to that
measured for the luminosity function — a consequence of
the nearly constant mass-to-light ratio of galaxies at the
low-mass end of our sample. To the best of our knowl-
edge, this is the first measurement of the faint-end slope
of the stellar mass function in the Virgo cluster that is
based directly on SED modeling.
It is interesting to compare the mass function in the
core of Virgo with that measured for field galaxies. Us-
ing an SDSS sample of half a million field galaxies with
Fig. 14.— The g−band stellar mass-to-light ratio of galaxies in
the Virgo core region (Ferrarese et al. 2016), derived from SED
fitting to the u∗griz NGVS photometry (Roediger et al. in prepa-
ration).
z < 0.5 and massM & 108M, Li & White (2009) find
that a single Schechter function with α = −1.155±0.008
provides a reasonable representation of the data (fitting
a triple Schechter function, which the authors note pro-
vides an even better description, leaves the faint-end
slope virtually unchanged). A steeper slope is derived
by Baldry et al. (2012) using a sample of over 5000
galaxies with z < 0.06 observed as part of the Galaxy
And Mass Assembly (GAMA) survey. The authors fit
a double-Schechter to their mass function; in the range
108 .M < 5 × 109 M they find a best fitting slope
of α = −1.47 ± 0.05. The authors further divide their
sample in blue, star forming galaxies, and red, quiescent
galaxies, and find that the former dominate at the low-
mass end and are largely responsible for the steep slope
measured for the combined sample. The luminosity func-
tion of the quiescent galaxies is significantly shallower,
with only a hint of a steepening at the lowest masses.
Regardless of these differences, the field mass function
appears dissimilar from the mass function of the core
of Virgo. Fitting the Virgo sample down to M = 108
M (the approximate limit reached in the field) yields
a slope α = −1.23 ± 0.02. Although slightly shallower
than estimated using the full mass range, this slope is
still steeper than measured in the field by Li & White
(2009) or by Baldry et al. (2012) for quiescent galaxies
(recall that the Virgo core sample is composed almost
exclusively of galaxies belonging to the red sequence).
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Fig. 15.— Schechter fit to the galaxy stellar mass function in
the core of the Virgo cluster. The gray histogram shows the differ-
ential mass function for galaxies brighter than Mg = −9.13 mag
(M∗ = 5.6× 105 M, see Figure 2) and corrected for incomplete-
ness. The open black histogram shows the differential mass func-
tion constructed from the original data. Stellar masses of individual
galaxies are indicated by the vertical red lines. The green line, with
1σ confidence limits on α, shows the best MCMC fit to the individ-
ual data when bothM∗ and α are allowed to vary. The blue line
(again with 1σ confidence limits) assumesM∗ = 6.3 × 1010 M,
corresponding to M∗g = −20.48 measured in the field galaxies by
Smith et al. (2009)
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Fig. 16.— Posterior probability density functions for M∗ and
α for galaxies in the Virgo core region when M∗ is allowed to
vary (left panel) or constrained within a very narrow range around
M∗ = 6.3× 1010 M (right panel). As was the case for the lumi-
nosity function shown in Figure 2,M∗ is essentially unconstrained
by the data, but α is well constrained and nearly independent
ofM∗.
We will comment on the environmental dependence of
the Virgo mass function in a future contribution using
the full sample of galaxies in Virgo, reaching out to one
virial radius and including a larger population and late-
type systems.
7. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
We have used deep and homogenous u∗griz imaging
from the Next Generation Virgo Cluster Survey (Fer-
rarese et al. 2012) to measure the luminosity and stellar
mass functions for galaxies in the core of the Virgo clus-
ter. The analysis is based on our new catalog of 404
certain or probable cluster members found in a 3.71 deg2
(0.3 Mpc2) region surrounding M87, the galaxy at the dy-
namical center of the cluster (Ferrarese et al. 2016). Our
analysis takes full advantage of the panchromatic nature,
surface brightness sensitivity and exceptional spatial res-
olution of the NGVS data. These allow us not only to
derive accurate structural and photometric parameters,
but also, and perhaps most importantly, to establish ro-
bust membership criteria.
An extensive set of simulations, presented in a com-
panion paper (Ferrarese et al. 2016), shows our NGVS
catalog to be 50% complete at a g−band magnitude of
Mg ' −9.13, which we have adopted as the limiting mag-
nitude for our measurement of the luminosity function.
Applying this cutoff reduces our sample from 404 to 352
galaxies (in the g−band), 30% of which are new detec-
tions. The NGVS completeness limit is 2.2 mag fainter
than that of Sandage et al. (1985) who first character-
ized Virgo’s luminosity function using the VCC catalog
of Binggeli et al. (1985). Additionally, the NGVS com-
pleteness limit is between 1.2 and 3.8 mag fainter than
that of galaxy samples previously used to measure the
luminosity function in this benchmark cluster.
We have employed a Bayesian approach that fits a
Schechter function to individual datapoints and their er-
rors, thus avoiding the loss of information that can result
from collapsing the data onto a histogram representation.
The faint-end slope α has always been treated as a free
parameter, while separate fits were performed by first al-
lowing M∗ to vary and then setting it equal to the value
measured for field galaxies from SDSS data (equivalent
to Mg = −20.48 mag, Smith et al. 2009). We find that
although M∗ is not well constrained by the data, owing
to the small number of bright galaxies within our sam-
ple, our measurement of α is quite robust and insensitive
to the precise choice of M∗. Using the same Bayesian
methodology, we have also provided new measurements
for the galaxy luminosity function for the Milky Way,
M31 and Local Group satellites.
Our main results are as follows:
• The faint-end slope of the luminosity function in
the core of Virgo is α = −1.33 ± 0.02, which is
significantly shallower than the slope of the ΛCDM
halo mass function (α ∼ −1.9, Springel et al 2008;
Klypin et al. 1999; Moore et al. 1999; Han et al.
2015). This measurement refers to the g−band,
but the values measured in u∗riz, down to the 50%
completeness limit appropriate to each band, are all
consistent with the g−band measurement to within
1σ. Within the core of Virgo, and down to the 50%
completeness limit of our survey, g = −9.13 mag,
the NGVS data firmly rule out slopes as steep as
α ∼ 1.7 − 2.2 (Impey et al. 1988; Phillipps et al.
1998) or as shallow as α ∼ −1.0 (Trentham & Tully
2002).
• There may be some evidence for a dip in the lumi-
nosity function at Mg ∼ −17 mag and, possibly, a
steepening of the luminosity function fainter than
Mg ∼ −14.4 mag. These claims have been made
before (e.g., Sandage et al. 1985; Trentham & Tully
2002; Trentham & Hodgkin 2002; Rines & Geller
2008; McDonald et al. 2009), although they are
only marginally significant based on NGVS data.
The significance of these features, as well as the
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question of whether the luminosity function de-
pends on location within the cluster, will be revis-
ited in a future paper that analyses the full sample
of galaxies detected in the NGVS.
• The core region contains 92 known ultra compact
dwarfs (UCDs). Under the assumption that UCDs
are the surviving nuclei of tidally disrupted nu-
cleated galaxies (an assumption we will adopt for
all conclusions involving UCDs; e.g., Bekki et al.
2003), we have explored their possible impact on
the luminosity function by adding them to the
sample of “surviving” galaxies observed in the core
region. While their inclusion definitely steepens
the luminosity function, it does not increase the
slope of the observed luminosity function to the
point where it equals that of the subhalo mass
function predicted by ΛCDM structure formation
models if the efficiency of galaxy formation where
constant across a wide range of scales. Simply
adding the UCD magnitudes directly from the cat-
alog of Liu et al. (2015a) steepens the slope to
α = −1.42 ± 0.02, while adding the magnitudes
of the UCD progenitors (estimated from the re-
lation of nuclear-to-total galaxy magnitude from
Sánchez-Janssen et al. 2016b) increases the slope
to α = −1.53± 0.07. If we also correct for the ex-
pected number of disrupted non-nucleated galaxies
(and assume that the ratio of nucleated to non-
nucleated disrupted galaxies is the same as ob-
served for existing galaxies), then the slope steep-
ens further, to α = −1.60 ± 0.06. Under these as-
sumptions, the observed ratio of UCDs to galaxies
in the Virgo core suggests that, for every halo that
hosts a galaxy that has survived to the present day,
2 to 3 halos have been tidally disrupted.
• The core region contains ∼ 11 000 globular clus-
ters, of which ∼ 7300 belonging to the blue popula-
tion. If the UCD progenitors hosted populations of
globular clusters having properties (in particular,
specific frequency) similar to those of present-day
galaxies — and if the nucleation to non-nucleation
fraction among disrupted galaxies is similar to that
of surviving galaxies — then we estimate the dis-
rupted galaxies to have contributed 240+49−24 UCDs
and 2643+756−198 globular clusters to the Virgo core.
The disrupted nucleated galaxies contribute all of
the UCDs (by definition) and ∼ 77% of these glob-
ular clusters (due to the fact that the most lumi-
nous progenitor galaxies, which contain the largest
number of globular clusters, are nearly always nu-
cleated). In this picture, we estimate that as many
as one third of the (mostly blue) globular clusters
in the core of Virgo could have originated from dis-
rupted satellites.
• Only a fraction of the ∼ 240 predicted UCDs would
be easily recognizable as such: i.e., the census of
UCDs in the M87 region includes only 92 objects
(Liu et al. 2015a; see also Zhang et al. 2015) down
to Mg ∼ −9.6. The remaining ∼ 150 UCDs, which
would be expected to have magnitudes in the range
−9.6 ≤ g ≤ −6.7, would be classified as globular
clusters.
• In this scenario, we estimate that the total amount
of luminosity contributed by disrupted galaxies in
the core region could amount to ∼ 85% of the lu-
minosity of M87, the supergiant elliptical galaxy at
the dynamical center of Virgo. Alternatively, the
luminosity associated with disrupted galaxies cor-
responds to ∼ 40% of the combined luminosity of
all member galaxies in the Virgo core region. All
in all, these calculations suggest that the ∼ 400
galaxies we detect in the core region may represent
as little as a quarter of the initial population of
(surviving plus disrupted) galaxies in this region.
• We present new luminosity function measurements
for the M31, Milky Way and the Local Group
satellites using updated galaxy catalogs. These
measurements have been computed using the same
Bayesian approach adopted for Virgo (although
we apply no completeness corrections for the Lo-
cal Group samples). Down to the completeness
limit of the NGVS (Mg = −9.13), the luminos-
ity function of the M31 system has slope αM31 =
−1.23 ± 0.07. The luminosity function for the
Milky Way has a slightly shallower faint-end slope,
αMW = −1.03 ± 0.1, but this would likely steepen
if completeness corrections — which are more se-
vere for the Milky Way rather than for M31 —
are taken into account. Overall, the luminosity
function for Local Group galaxies is found to be
αLG = −1.21 ± 0.05. This is, somewhat surpris-
ingly, only slightly shallower than that measured
in the core of the Virgo cluster (a 1.7σ difference).
• We have derived stellar masses for the Virgo core
galaxies by fitting their u∗griz spectral energy dis-
tributions. The resulting stellar mass function,
measured over the range 5.6×105 .M . 3.0×1011
M, has a faint-end slope of α = −1.32 ± 0.02,
which is nearly identical to the luminosity func-
tions measured in the various NGVS bandpasses.
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